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lifmoBïïçgioH.
E!any subetanoea are known to bo caroinogene* l’iiis 
Imowledge ia the result of a wide variety of observation» 
and experiments. As a consequence considerable 
difficulty arises when attempts are made to compare one 
substance with another.
Much of the early work was based on careful 
clinical observations, which brought to light the 
association of occupation with the hazard of developing 
tumours of certain sites. later investigations wore 
directed towards incriminating crude substances such &* 
Pitch or Shale Oil as the causative agents in these 
occupational cancers. In more recent times the search 
lias been for more clearly defined oarcinogenio agents 
such as pure chemicals or viruses* In parallel with 
these investigations, attempts were made to propagate 
spontaneous tumours and to induce tumours experimentally 
In laboratory animals.
IVhile reading the literature on certain aspect» 
of oaroinogenisia a lack of uniformity was evident, 
Experiments carried out in various centres gave results 
which did not always fully support each other. In
2.
some cases different interpretations could be drawn 
from similar experimental procedures. in part tlii# 
was undoubtedly due to the variable circumstance# 
governing each particular experiment.
An investigation into the factors influencing 
each of the methods of testing potential carcinogens 
was undertaken. In the course of tliia it was hoped 
to be able to clarify the apparent difficulties of 
reproducing aimilar experiments in different laboratories 
and perhaps evolve a simpler and more standardized 
procedure.
It was felt that the difficulties inherent in 
making comparisons from the literature might be 
considered sufficient reason to justify the need for 
a simple short term method of comparing one carcinogen 
with another. (Dhere is, however, a further and porhapa 
more urgent reason for requiring such a test method.
With the increasing exposure of the population 
to noxious substances in recent years, there has developed 
a growing awareness of the potentially dangerous sequellae< 
'Biis type of risk can be occupational in origin or occur 
in the normal course of daily life, %e fact of
3#
exposure may b# known but very often it is incurred 
unooneoioualy.
'fho recognition of those mounting hazards has led to 
an increasing interest in all forms of toxicity tests and 
of tests for potentially carcinogenic effects in particular* 
lhat there is a real need for a standardized test method, 
seems to follow naturally from this. Ho such method is 
at present in use ad can be demonstrated by attempting 
to make direct comparisons from data already published.
Before doing so, however, it will be of help to 
make a survey of the events which have contributed to 
our present state of knowledge of oaroinogenisia. In the 
following ciironological survey the principle sources for 
the historical information up to the end of the 19th. 
century ares Woglom 1913; Ewing 1922; Menetrier 1926; 
Rouesy 1929; %itehead 1933; Hoddow 1946; î^ laisin 1948; 
Oberling 1954; Willis 1955; Bett 1957# IVherever 
possible the original publications have also been 
consulted.
m & . a m
, A Mgh inoîdenoe of fatal limg dioeao»
;in the miners of the Solmeeberg mine of the Erzegebirge in 
Bmcony and of the Joaehmistahl mine in Bohemia was 
reoognized at this time* The incidence being given as 
75^  ^for the Schneaborg mine mid 50;^  for the JoaohmistahX 
mine* It was later shown tliat the disease v/as puliïionarj 
oaroiïioma and it would seem that this was the first 
recorded occupational canoea?* Hesse aM  Harting (1897) 
published full clinical and pathological findings# 
resulting from their investigations into the disease*
A high percentage of cobalt, nickel, and arsenic ar# 
present in the dust of the sdnes and the atmosphere has a 
high level of radioactivity principally Badon* It is 
this latter which is considered most likely to be the 
potent carcinogen which is at work in these m3.nes*
18th* OEHTUBY
Aoadomle des Soienoos et
Belles Lettres of Lyons,offered a prise for the best 
essay on the subject -
"Rechercher les causes du virus cancéreux qui pourraient
5*
nous conduire a connaîtra sa. nature, ses effets at les 
meilleuresmethocles pour 1*éviter". PeyreXho, In a prize 
wlmilng entry entitled "Qu’est-ce que le cancer?" made th» 
first systematic survey of the subject as a whole. He 
dealt with the nature of the disea-se, its manner of growth 
and treatment.
He also postulated the presence of a virus produced 
by the locally arising tumow? while undergoing 
degeneration, v/hioh in turn he considered to be the source 
of the generalized cachexia of the malignasit patient*
In m  attempt to prove the theory he made mi 
emulsion of human breast tumour tissue and injected it 
suboutoneously into a dog*
Hot surprisingly an abscess arose at the injection 
site but no tumour, his servant drowned the dog, v/Moh 
terminated the experiment# However crude, this appears 
to be the first recorded attempt at the experimental 
passage of a spontaneous tumour*
3jQ 5 Peroival Pott. Stimulated by the current climate of 
interest in the origin and behaviour of tunioure, he made 
his classical clinical obsesTvatlon that there was a high 
incidence of scrotal cancer among chiamey sweeps* This
6 ,
lîQ ooïfreotly afctributed ko ooaslîant eajjoauro ko Boot.
Wth. OEMÎURY
1601 Blciiat published in France an •Anatomie Genorale*
in whioh without the use of the mj.orosoope he distinguished 
betv/een non^oanoerous stroma and oanoerous parenchyma in 
timioure#
1602 in London* The Society for the Investigation of 
the Nature and Cause of Cancer vms formed in this year*
It put for?mrd the nature of the problem as a whole in a 
manner wMoh is still applicable today* The Society \ms 
dissolved in 1806*
1800 Alibert* Fayet* 'Durand* Le Noble* Biett. These men 
tried to transmit human omioer by imiooulatlng each other 
in the arm with exudate from a breast tumour, without 
auGoess*
considering cancer to be infectious in 
nature triad feeding tumour tissue to dogs* He also mad# 
intravenous ianooulations of tumours into dogs but 
obtained only suppurating lesions*
1824 in Paris* In this year the first achromatic 
microscope was produced and opened up a new era of 
detailed laiorosGOpio study of tissue and timour structure
by many workers#
X826 As a result of his nderosoopio studies
recognized that tissue growth was due to cell division# 
1830 Sir jî^ erard Home published a book "A short tract on 
the formation of tumours"* This contained the first 
published drawings of the microscopic appearances of
tumours#
1838, Schwaim consolidating all that had been written 
about tissue grov/th and cell division described the 
nucleus and nucleolus#
1838 Muller made the first detailed study of the 
histology of Benign and Maligtiant tiwiioure mid confirmed 
that they had a oelluleuv structure# This was proof of 
the error of th© GaXlenio theory of concentration of 
black bile as the cause of tumours* (Gallenio influence 
on medical thought was still evident at that time)#
of Philadel.phia reported the first 
successful transplantation of spontaneous tumours in 
animals*
1853 Virphm consolidated the detailed work of the 
preceding half century and formulated his ooncept 
"omnia cellule, e oolliila"* Tiiis finally cleared any
8 *
remnants of Gallenio theory from meclioal thought#
1854 Romek laid the foundation of present day 
olassifioation of tissues by expressing the view that ^ 
cells were typo specifio#
1065 Thierch expanded Virchow* s postulate as follows 
"omnis oellula e oellula ejuntem generis" saying that 
a tumour is not only composed of cells hut of cells 
similar to that of the tissue of origin#
1875 von Folkmann, a century after Pott described 
another oecTxpational cancer finding cancer of bhe skixi 
in Coal Tar workers at Halle in Saxony#
1876 Bell described skin tumours in workers<>.7«ÆTfffe r#B-inn*enALi=aai*xi; a
employed in the shale oil industry in Scotland* A 
few years earlier Ogston (l87l) had described a chronic 
dermatitis ooourring in workers of the industry, but had 
not observed any tumours* His paper is very well 
illustrated*
1887 Yet another scrotal cancer ofe*x«3v-jt-* t**TTfî»;îrrsvSrri)>trVzuS-.^5»
occupational origin was described# It occurred in 
the *jiiule spimiers’ of the cotton industry in Lancashire, 
The w’orlce3?s used a rag to wipe mineral oil off a bar of 
the spinning machine over which tixey had to lean* This
%m m  kept in their troviser pookota with the result the^ t 
tihe anterior abdominal wall was permanently soaked in 
iiiin<5ral oil from both aouroos*
18B9 lianau (a) terneplantcKl secondary nodules fs?oia 
a spontaneously ooourring epidermoid tumour in a rat, 
into several other rats* Two of these, Impla^rWd in 
the tunioa vaginalis, produood \v:ldeGp3;’ead poritonoal 
de%joslte within a fow woeko* Hiatologioally these we’ra 
elmlXa?^  to the original#
(b) Ho also painted the sorotnm of 
rats with tas? but failed to p^ xïduce any tumours* In 
thlB he was unfortunate because, had ho uBod mice, ho 
would have been aixooeesftil*
Ills work was ignored by the medical world of hie 
day, which must have added to the depresslcm which 
made him eventually commit aulcMe#
1091 Moran made enscossful transplante of sroritaUGOualy 
oOQurring mammary txxmouAS in mico into others of the same 
stocke However, he noted with surprise that the tumours 
often cajae up at a site remote from the implant, even 
aeross the mld'^ line, on the other flank®
Although he did not 00 in 00 many v/03?d8 he
1 0 .
preouimbly thought in terms of tumour agent oeparat© 
from the cells of the timour because he tried feeding 
tumour to mice, and obtained euboutaneoue nodules.
He made very clear drawings of all his txmours 
seen microscopically and they resemble strongly the 
virus induced adenooaroinomas of breast well Imovm 
today.
There was mx unfortunate end to his experilments 
which he records. \^ hile he was on holiday the mice 
s.te holes in the wooden partition walls of their boxes 
and beoaiae irrevocably confused.
1694 Gazin was like Hanau? unfortunate in his choice 
of animal. He painted the ears of dogs for five
months with tar without obtaining axxy tmiours.
1895 Holxn described tumours of the urinary bladder 
in three workers in the aniline dye Industry who were 
making magenta (fuohsin). After considerable 
investigation in later years p, Haphthylsv/dne which is 
an interniedi£:try in the imiline dyo production has been 
incriminated though it is possible there are other 
carcinogens also present.
11#
It is worth noting timt Perkin in 1856, while 
tasying to synthesize QUINBTE acoidentally discovered 
the aniline dyes from vMeh the industry later developed^  
This gave a latent period of 15 to 20 years after the 
eotahlisîMent of the industry before Heto reported his 
oases#
This was later confirmed 'by the time lapse 
between the introduction of the industry into the 
United States and the appearance of the first tumours 
in the workers there#
discovered X-rays#
Becquerel discovered radioactivity#
These two very important discoveries were not 
only tools of therapeutic value with treatment of 
cancer but also very potent carcinogens#
1896 Beatoon The first person to describe and practice 
the use of Oophorectomy in the treatment of Breast 
Cancer* Although hormones were not knovm at U i±b 
time he suspected some form of circulating ovarian 
control over breast tissue# Hero one may note that 
John Himter observed that castration produced 
progressive atrophy of tho prostrate in the male.
12.
20th. C W U
With the beginning of this century a change in the 
pattern of inveotigatlone occurred which resulted in the 
rapid expansion of laboratory investigations evolving into 
the expérimental approach as we understand it today. 
âââUL^iSE Bticcessfully passaged a mouse tumour 
tlx&ough 19 generations without any alteration of the 
hiStologloal appearance.
1906,Fischer injected Scarlet Red intradermally in 
the ears of rabbits. This dyo is closely related to 
the aso-dyes. He obtained hyperplastic lesions but no 
histologically confirmed malignmit tumours.
1908 Ellorriian & studying Leukaemia In fowls were
able to transmit the disease to dmy-old chicks by 
injecting them intravenously and intraperitonoaly 
with blood from effected birds. They obtained the same 
result using serum alone. Although they did not 
pursue this aspect of the problem further as it was 
still in doubt at that time that Leukaemia was a 
neoplastic disease, they were the first to show that a 
cell free extract could transmit a nooplaotic condition* 
reported the successful transmission of a
13*
spontaneous sarcoma in a fowl by moans of a cell free 
filtrate. This bird was a Plymouth Rook and the passage 
was made into others from the same stock source* This 
tumour which he referred to as ohiokon tumour No* 1 has 
become universally ÎQiov/n as the Rous sarcoma* In the 
next two or three years a number of other filtrable 
tumours were described by Rous and his associates notably
by exposing rats to doses of x-rays 
produced areas of ulceration* These were prevented from 
healing by further irradiation* Eventually two animals 
developed sarcomas, one 9 months, the othe:e 2 years, 
after the experiment began# This latter was 
successfully passaged for several generations.
This is the first record of an animal tumour 
experimentally induced,
14 , snd Inmioto reported the successful 
passage of a fowl sarcoma by means of a cell free filtrate* 
This tumour was later also transmitted to ducks*
1912 Boyon injected gm tar into the ears of rabbits 
with resulting hyperplasia of the epitheliimi but no 
tumour formation. It is probable that he did not
u*
continue the experiment long enough*
1913 Hagg apx^ lied soot to the ears and so3?otim of rabbits
also without suocesa in producing tumours#
1913  ^Fibiger in the eourse of a study of tuberculosis 
found that tiiree rats dying in the same cage on the same 
day had in addition to tuberculosis massive oaroinomas 
of stomach* These originated at the oardia at the sit©
of infestation with a Nematode*
He reoonstruoted one of the worms by serial 
sections but was unable to have it identified by any of 
the authorities in this field*
All attempts to propagate these tumours failed*
After a long period of very careful research he found old 
repo3?ts from 1824 of "Blatta oriental! s" as an 
intermediate host for rat nematodes* Oaroful 
examination of largo nmibers of rata aaid cookroaohoo 
from the warehouses of Copesdiagen failed to demonstrate 
any parasites till finally samples from a sugar warehouse 
containing cane sugar from America were found to includ# 
Blatta americanuB* In this warehouse the rats and 
cockroaches were nearly all infested with nematodes* 
Fibiger naiaed this nematode Sxjiroptera neoplastica or
1 5 ,
Qongylonema Heoplastlcua and succeeded in infesting 
rats experimentally f%?om the oookroaohoB of this warehouse 
with subsequent tumour development* At this point the 
factory burned down and the supply of material was 
destroyed. Histology of his material shovm primary 
squamous caroinoma in tongue and fore-stomaoh with 
metastasis, in a lymph node* 80 called métastasés in 
the lungs were probably squamous metaplasia due to 
Vitamin A deficiency, and Bronchiectasisj the latter 
being common in adult rats. This was suggested by Passey, 
Lee86. and Knox (1935) vdio made a careful repetition of 
Fibiger’s work and also re-examined his original material* 
1915 Yamagiwa and Ichikawa reported tho successful 
induction of skin tumou}?s in rabbits as a .result of 
painting with tar on the inner aspect of the ear*
191.8 Taut girl following up the work of Yamagiwa and 
Ichikawa induoed a high incidence of tar tumours in mice 
both papillomas and carcinomas.
1922 Pass^ using an ether extract of soot induced 
eax’cinomas in mice after repeated skin painting.
3,922 Leitoh induced experimental tumours with ’ mule 
spinners’ oil by painting the skin of mice*
3.6*
1924 Detlman was the first person to demonstmt» the 
initiating find p3%moting stages of oaroinogenlsie* This 
he did by traumatizing the painted area and shortening the 
latent period of tumour prodttotion* Tiiia so called 
Deelmon phenomenon has since been repeatedly confirmed. 
1924 Choldln (auBsi.). Bu83.ll (Etiglaaad). independently 
induced earoomas in fowls at the site of Injection of tar. 
1923 Murphy and Iffldsteiner transplanted tar sarcoma 
in fowls but could not demonstrate a virus.
1923 dye and Barnard described a dual cause of cancer 
a •virus* and a * specific factor*. Their experimental 
evidence was however oliallenged by many workers end a 
split developed at about this time between those who 
adhered to a virus theory of causation of cancer and those 
who did not.
1924 Kennawav and Sampaon made tar from a) leoprene
b) Acetylene heated in an atmosphere of îfydrogen. The 
resulting carcinogens could only be %drooarbons or carbon< 
1927 T'Smneovà (see Hie^er) observed the oliaracteristio 
fluorescence spectra of carcinogenic oils. Ivïayneord 
noticed a similarity to the spectrum of 1:2.3:6 
Dibensanthraceno. This had been described by Clar
!?•-
without rofarenoe to oarcilnogeniels*, This correlation of 
two unrelated pieces of work by lÆaynoord was a profound 
advance in the study of synthetic carcinogens*.
1929 M^tland described o^steogonio sarcoma of tho jaw 
in women painting luminous numbers of clock faces*
They used radioactive material and were in the habit of 
pointing the brush in the|.^  mouth*.
1930 Kemiawav induced skin carcinomas in mice using 
Is2 3;6 Bibenzanthraoene* This was the first quogqsb 
with a pure synthetic carcinogen#
1932 Cook* Hewett and Hiefmr extracted 3s4 Benzopyron© 
from coal tar while looking for 3. 2s 5 6 Bibensopyren©.
This they found to be an even more potent oaroinogen for 
mice#
1932 Yoshida reported the production of hepatomas in 
rate with ortho-amino-azo-toluene* These animals were 
kept on a diet of polished rice, with supplements, which 
was later shown to be deficient in Riboflavine*
1932 Bhope described a papillomatous lesion in the ear 
of cottontail rabbits due to a "filterable" virus.
1933 Feacook Induced transplantable non filterable 
sarcomas in fowls with (a) Tar (b) 1 2s5 6 Bibonzanthracene*
18,
1933 induced mammary tumours in male mio#
using a •follicular* hormone,
1936 Feaoook Traced the metabolism of fluorescent 
carcinogenic Hydrocarbons in chicks, mice and rabbits#
1937 Kinosita found that Butter Yellow, a dy# used 
to colour margarine (pax'a^ t-diraetiiyl-aiaino-azo-benzene) 
was more carcinogenic for the liver of rats tW% 
ortho-aTidno-azo-toluene# Kinosita and Rhoads showed 
by adding Riboflavine to a polished rice diet, and by 
using unpolished rice tiiat considerable protection was 
given to the rats exposed to liver carcinogens of the 
aao-dye group,
1938 Hueuer and Wolfe succeeded where many others had 
failed in using a oaroinogen well known in man 
Naphthylaniine, to induce tumours in dogs* They used 
bitches because of the ease with which they could be 
cystoeooped and obtained tumours of tho bladder. Xn 
dogs the tumours are at the fundus of the bladder in 
contrast to tmi where they are in the trigone area*
This suggests the possibility of a gravitational 
influence causing tumours to arise at tho most depexident 
part of the bladder.
19*
Bhear fed 2 aiiaino-5 azo toluene to mice end 
obtained liver tumouro.
Boffo obtained tumours in the fore-stomach of
rate fed on overheated fats and cholesterol# 
lg4l^ „y/ilson# de M a  and Cox whi.le testing 2 aoetylamino 
fXuorene as a pesticide for fleasé bed-bugs, eto#, found 
it to be ooroinogenio# But for their work this 
substance might well have been used on a world wide 
scale as a pesticides
1943 Nettleehip and Henahaw produced a high incidence 
of lung tumours in mice using urethane# They injected 
pregnant mice and found that the offspring had a greater 
percentage incidence of lung tumours and leukaemia than 
did controls#
2 0 .
This survey shows the great diversity of the v/orZc 
from which our knowledge of oaroinogens stems. The last 
twenty years have not been considered because of the great 
increase in the number of publications during this period.
To have surveyed these would have added much to tho size 
of the su:cvey without adding emplmsis to the point being 
made.
As this l0 a personal selection from the literature, 
it is acknowledged that it might well have been compiled 
differently by others.
(Commentary on the difficulty of comparing data 
from different sources.
The preceding survey shows that with each advance in 
the study of cancer the scope of subsequent investi gat ioxis 
has been widened. Since tho turn of the century the rate 
of expansion of our state of knowledge has been 
pai’tlcuXarly rapid so that there now exists a large volume 
of detailed clinical and experimental data. Attention 
was dravm in the introduction to the difficulty of comparing 
and correlating results from difforent sources. Numerous 
factors contribute to the confusion which can arise? and
a.
one ean list many variables which neeâ to bo oonsidersd 
in making diroot oomparisons of results from different 
Bourses j of ivhioh the following are some o^ camplos -
a) l^ he wide variety of experimental animals in use*
b) *fhe meuiy different methods of exposure to the 
action of a carcinogen which eaxi be employed*
e) îhe origin of the carcinogen » whethes? from a
Qommerioal source, or prepared in the laboratory.
In illustra/tjion of the problems of comparison 
%ble I hae been compiled* The information in an 
abbreviated form is taken from the following authors 
(Hartwell 19515 Stoinor & Falk 1951; Steiner & 
Edgecombe 1952; Arbuzov & Grothkin 1952; Hadler & 
Harchim 1959).
The substances taken as examples have all been 
under test during the course of the personal experiments 
to be described later*
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If we consider the information which thia table 
gives ua in respect of 1*2 Benzopyrene, 3*4 Benzop^ rone, 
and 1.233*4 Bibenzopyrene, we see that although all tîire* 
are classed as, carcinogens, the total iyiformation on 
which this is based varies considerably* For 
3*4 Bensopyrane a very large volume of e^ qjerimental 
evidence has been adduced, whe3?eas in the other two cases 
only the induction of a single tumour by each had been 
reported at the time of Hartwell's compilation of 
published data*
A careful study of this table which covers only a 
small number of the substances luiown to have been tested 
will show other anomalies of a similar nature*
Attempts have been made from time to time to circumvent 
these difficulties by compiling scales of carcinogenicity* 
Each author has made arbitary standards against v/hioh the 
potency of a carcinogen io judged* It is inevitable 
however that personal variations in the observers should 
come into play In this kind of study and the results have 
not been entirely satisfactory in producing a universal 
standard*
2âf*
A number of publications appearing in the period 
3-939 to 1959 bave been abstracted to show how this 
personal, variation can affect the grading of carcinogens 
against an arbitary scale* These are compared in 
Table 2* The eubstances taîcen as examples all appear 
in Table I also*
25..
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26.
Ibaïl used two Eieasurable IndioationB of oaroinogenieity*m:m wj ^  **'
A. fo timoiir inoidence*
B* latent period of induotion in days*
Ho oaloulated the Index of oaroinogenlcity » ^  x 100.
There was no differentiation made between benign and 
malignant tumours*
Berenblim determined timour incidence at differentt TWMimnmuj'e
dose lovols and plotted them aga-inst latent period of
induction to produce a graph giving a scale of
carcinogenicity from I to XII.
Badger used the following scale -•
Very marked carcinogexTdo activity * 
iViarked carcinogenic activity -
Moderato carcinogenic activity -in-
Slight carcinogenic activity «- *î"
Inactive - 0
Allowing an error of plus or minus one symbol (4-) in
grading*
Pullman & Pullman do not give any indication of hot? 
they arrive at their scale but it is based on th# concept 
of the correlation of the relationship of electronic 
structure with oaroinogonio activity.
27,
used the following scale
High oarcinogenio activity 
Moderato oarcinogenio activity 4":*
Weak oaroinogenio activity f
Very weals oarcinogeîîio activity +
negative
Not tested T
Conclusion.
The degree of variation between these various 
scales is very striking not only in the grading of a 
given Bubstance by different workers but also in the 
employment of each grading system vis^ a,-vis different 
substances*
From this commentary it is therefore clear that 
a great deal of difficulty exists in the correlation of 
current knowledge on the problem of caroinogenisis.
It is further true to say that there is no universally 
accepted etandaxtl procedure for investigating and 
comparing the possible carcinogenic effects of various 
substances*
For these reasons this comparative study of the 
various methods of testing for carcinogenicity was 
undertaken with the object in view of evolving a simple
28*
standardized procédure for the purposes already defined, 
and to explore the practical applloatlona of any 
resulting teotoique*
29,
In any comparative study it is desirable to have all 
the factors other than the imlmofms clearly defined*
This is not entirely possible in biological systems but in 
so far as it was possible all the elements of this work 
were standardised before any full scale investigations were 
undertaken.
Criteria for a Standardised Routine Test for
Most workers would agree that the ability to 
produce a recognizably malignant tumour is proof of 
oareinogoniloity. This is in many instances a time* 
consuming procedure requiring many applications of the 
carcinogen follovjod by a long latent period before th# 
production of a tumour*
It was felt that the ideal test would fulfil 
conditions evolved on a theoretical basis as follows * 
1* The test should be easily performed and easily 
re*duplioated in any laboratory*
2* Very small quantities of test substance should b# 
required as masiy new materials are only available in 
limited quantities*
30.
3. A single application or procedure would be the 'ideal'. 
4* A short latent period le * a matter of
v;eeks reither than of months. Sixteen weeks was selected 
as the maximmi time which any test would he allov/ed to 
continue. It was felt that this gave ample time for any 
rapid results to develop alid was still short enough to he 
substantially quicker than the majority of other procedures. 
It also permits the fulfilment of (6) below.
5# Ther# should be sufficient adaptability to allow 
more than one type of tissue to be exposed to the tost 
substance.
6. The animals should be young enough to bo free of 
spontaneous tumours at the end of the tost period.
These points wore therefore used as guides to 
procedure whilst each of the tost methods was being explored, 
with a view to assessing the value of any modifications 
which might be made.
It became evident from an early stage in the 
plaiming* of the investigations that large numbers of 
animal experiments would be necessary. For this reason 
from amongst the readily available laboratory animals
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It was decided to use only miioe for the following 
reasons.
lé They require less animal house space than any other 
animal#
2* They breed well all the year round*
3* They have a short life spm*
4* They are known to be susceptible to a, large munber
of carcinogens,
5* Bo that all the methods should be applied Co the 
same strain, BALB/o mice were chosen for reasons 
connected with one of the experiments to be described 
(see page 122), This strain had the further advantage
that the available colony was? at the time* free of
Polyoma virus# Being a closely inbred strain the 
genetic pattern of each individual was also very similar* 
Choice of Test Materials#
It was necessary to choose a number of substances 
whose characteristics as carcinogens were well established 
by previous investigations* This was to enable direct 
comparisons of various methods to be made, and also to 
allow comparison of the substances with each other, using 
any given method*
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From the wide range of materials available a number of 
possible oombinations were selected after discussion with nyr 
colleague Br* G, Fell. I am indebted to Br. Fell for 
maicing the final choice without telling me what the chemicals 
were, and thereafter preparing chemically pure samples for 
me to test. Until the experiments were completed they 
were known to me only by the code nujiibers that he had 
given them. As the experiments were thus a blind trial, 
they were a cross check both on the value of each 
teoiuiique and on the previously recorded behaviour of each 
substance.
The substances, v/hioh were derived from Py:»?ene smd 
Antliracene, are shovm in Tables 3 and 4* Two other 
substances each wiiih a symmetrical configuration reminiscent 
of that of l*2î6*7 Bibenzopyrene were also included. These 
were Triphenylene and 1,2:4.588,9 Tribenzopyreno and ar© 
shown in Table 5#
Their suitability for the preliminary investigations 
was determined by the following features.
X. All are solid in the pure state.
2. All fluoresce in ultra violet light, which Wees
their presence in the tissues easy to recognize.
33*
3* All have clearly defined ultra violet speetra 
which permits their accurate identification*
4# The series contain known carcinogens and substances 
which though much tested have not proved to b© 
carcinogens*
5* One substance 1,2:6*7 Bibenzopya?ene had not been 
previously testedo
Cod# No.
I
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Fyreno
Reported as 
Oaroinogen.
Bo
2 1,2*Bemaopyreme lo
3i4- Yea
4 1,28 3,4""Dlbemzopyren# Yes
5 1,2s 4,5*^  Bibenaopyrone Yee
35.
Gods Bo. Reported ae
6 1,286,7*Blbenaopyrene
Not
tested*
3,4s8,9"Bibenzopyrene Yes
a 3,4*9,10*
Dibemzopyrene Yee
Oode Mo*. xablô 4*
Repoi’ted as
9. MïVLlVaQQYiB Mo
10 :i,2»X^ensgmthmceno Yee
Il 1,2a3,4 -Biben23anth3?aoen# Mo
12 1,2;5$6-DiboBsguatliraoane Yes
13 l,2s7,8*Dlben%&nth%aoeBe Yee
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Bepo3?ted as 
Garoinoeen.
14 I’riphenylene
X5 1,2s4»5sB,9- fribensopyxeno Mo
3 8 .Testing Prooedureo in Common üse.
Testing Prooedureo in Common Use.aU#jeKq(K«:f=%*»*^à<dTz^ 5wiK'^ :a,m:t»rAwk'4k^ «mk»a.Aga:1z «K
The evolution of the experimental approach to 
cancer research has resulted in a number of laboratory 
methods beooming accepted practice#
In regard to the testing of material for 
carcinogenic effect, the most frequently used over the 
past half centuiy have been the following *
a. Feeding Bxperiments. 
b* Skin Painting*
c. Ïï^oculation* 
d# Implantation*
Each of tiiese four basic techniques was explored to 
determine their potential as a basis for the short term 
test for which the work was midertaJcen* Full scale 
investigations were undertaken under the last thre# 
headings, the results of which are reported separately*
It should be made clear at this point that all the 
experiments ?;ere in progress over the same period of time 
but independently of each other* The final analysis of 
results from each approach was made jointly* From these 
results a short term method of testing for earcinogenisis 
was evolved*
3S.
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In some ways the simplest method of exposing am 
experimental animal to an unknown substanoe is to incorporate 
it into the diet* Although this method hae the appeal of 
eimplioity there are a number of problems arising out of it 
v/hioh require definition.
tolmOloSMe^aoej. Eaoh animal needs to be in a
separate cage as it would bo impossible with many in one 
QUgB to tell if they were eating and drinking equal 
quantities of food and water* This greatly increases the 
cmimal house aoooauaodation required*
Drinking water*.. If the substanoe is water soluble 
then an aocurately measured amount can be given each day 
in the drinking water* There ia however always some 
spilling in the cages by the animals* In order to 
calculate the daily dosage, the time consuming procedure 
of measuring and recording the residual volume at eaoh 
refilling of the wa,ter bottles must be adhered to# The 
daily dosage given in tMs way is bound to vary oonsiderably* 
Solid Food. The even incorporation of a given mnount of 
test material into the solid food is never easy and as 
modern practice is to have food in pellet form from
40#
oommerolal suppliers it is virtually impossible under 
these circumstances. Thera is also always an 
unmeasurable amount of wastage of food by animals. The 
daily variation in dosage therefore also applies here as 
in the oaso of the drinking water#
Test I^ feterial. Tlie wastage of food or water moans 
that a very large amount of the test material would need 
to be available for this type of experiment.
Range of Orvvan Exijosure. There is no control over 
which organ is exposed to the oaroinogenio ©ffoot in a 
feeding experiment* So many factors can influence the 
site mid degree of absorption of the ingested material 
and its subsequent metabolism that this tends to bo a 
random technique#
Conclusion*
As in effect none of the theoretical features of 
an ideal tost as proposed on page 29 are met by feeding 
experiment0, these were excluded from practical testing 
as being unlikely to produce a reasonably acceptable 
standardiîsed short teim technique#
41.
SKIÎI PAINÏII» F.XPEHBB®SS.
Intjîoauotion.U##i !■ Hil W 'WiN »
A survey of experiments based on skin painting 
as a test for car'oinogenioity shows that many have th# 
following features in common# 
a# A need for multiple applications of the test 
substance#
b, A long latent period before tumours aide#,
This remains true even v/hen initiating and promoting 
factors come into play, although the effect of these may 
result in a shortening of the latent period or an 
alteration in the percentage tumour inoidenco#
A notable exception to this generalisation was th# 
work reported by Pullinger (194O) on the first effects of 
carcinogens on mouse skin. Acetone solutions of a number 
of polyoyolic aromatic hydrocarbons were used to paint 
groups of mice# A histological study was then made of 
the changes in the skin at 24 hour intervals for the 
succeeding ten days. It was stated that the carcinogens 
in the series produced changes not nhoxm by the 
application of the non^oarcinogens.
This observation seemed a fruitful starting point
4&#
iï test based on Bkiu painting as it met the foilewing 
tMomtloel «
a* A Binglg application of the test auhstatioe# 
b. Only a small quantity of test aubstanoe was mquimâ#
o« %he latent period was short#
As a first stop it was âmiûml to reproduoo^ if 
pOBsiblop the experiment aa described by Fullingor# Hobo 
of the oaroinogens in hoi? eeriee m m  amongst those 
ohosoB for this study#
It was Booeseary therefore to uoo 20»Hothyl 
cholimtlmeBO^ the most readily available of her group of 
highly active oarolnogeBS* fhls has the following 
gmphlo formula#
CH
111 oommoB with mmy poliyoyolio aromatio %droaai?bone 
which aro oaroinogons it contains the phenimthrmie muoleus,
Qùq fable 4)
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a* Young’ mico 6#8 wooka old of mxsced stook wore ohoaen
for their relative freedom from suoh factors as parasitéej 
nbigworra or bites from fighting» whioh might oause a 
Iiyperkeratotio lesion*
b* Gold aeetone was used as a solvent as this oauses
no apparent histological ohanges in the akin by itself*
e* Hair was olippod from the area between the shoulder
blades using curved scissors* At this time any mice 
out by the scissors or shoiving parasites or bites were 
discarded. (Fig. X).
d. Using a pipette with a double bond (Fig. 2) wMoh 
allows accurate control» an acetone solution of metîiyl 
cholantiirene was applied to the bare area* One drop of 
a 0.3/Û or 3 drops of a O.l^ o solution were used. In the 
latter case eaoh drop v/as allowed to evaporate before 
applying the next*
e. Sufficient mice were treated to allow 3 or 4 to be 
killed at daily intervals for four days and then on 
alternate days up to the 10th* or 12th, days*
%%en repeating Pullinger* s experiment» they were
44<
Figur# 1. 
HaMBAtosgrliB mmd SoalB. X 120
T: *
Untreated three month# old aouee showing hyperkeratoeis and thiekenlng of epidermis due to infestation with parasites.
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given code letters at post mortem examination as follows;* 
First day. A. Ap A_
Beeond day. Bp
#hlrd day* Gp 0^
and so forth for succeeding days* #hls allowed accurate 
identification of eaoh individual and was found more 
satisfactory than ear marking for tiiis type of e^ cperiment*
f. After eaoh mouse was killed the skin of the baok 
was reflected by malting tv;o lateral incisions from the 
tail forward.* %he under surfao© of skin was then 
examined for any evidence of hyperaomia or inflammatory 
reaction (Fig* 3)*
g, I'he painted area with some of the intact surrounding 
fur bearing skin was removed and pinned out hair side 
down on thin cork for fixation* It is important not to 
have the skin under tension when this is done, The use 
of hedgehog quills is recommended for pinning out as they 
do not corrode in the fixative*
h* After fixation for 24 hours in Zenker» a thin strip 
of skin was taken the full length of the area pinned out* 
As a routine this strip v/as taken just to one side of what 
v/as the mid line of the mouse* s baok* The area of
46.
g and X.
Double bend emplllezy pipette ueed for appliomtlom of eeetone eolutieme.
The deep euxfaee of the akin of the beak from too mioe 24 houre after painting with Metbyl oholanthrena in aoetone* Qyperaemia ie evident with a dilated vaaeular network. In life the baokground ie a deep red due to dilated oapillariee<
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greatest h^eraeaiia was imolWoâ in this strip if possible* 
i* These strips of skin were then processed aocording to 
the procedure set out in Appendix Mo. 1#
As a practical point v/hen repeating’ Pullinger's 
experiments it was found that in order to allow a steady 
progression of the tissues through the various stages of 
prooessingj a time-table covering a period of two weeks 
was neoGssary* The final form in which this was evolved 
is shown in Appendix Mo.2*
j. Each sequenoe of histological material prepared in 
the manner described w%s studiod o,s a consecutive whole 
by Pullinger and characteristic appearances for each day 
were described# It was on the basis of the ove3?all 
X>ictiu'0 that a substance was determined to be carcinogenic 
or not.
ïl»a opiaormis may have increased
up to twice normal thickness due to Increase in sis© of 
individual cells# Nuclear diametera may have increased 
up to 1#4 times normal* Paired nuclei within cells are 
frequent but mitoses are few. There is hyperaemia and 
some polymorphonuclear infiltration* (Pig# 4)#
4 8 .
Two doya after Painting, Thickening of the epidermis 
is mo320 marked and is due to »
a. oonsidorable increase in else of individual cells,
b. increase in the Clumber of cell layers of up to 4 or 5, 
Variation in nuclear ei%e ie ooneidorable and there ere 
eytoplasmiç vacuoles. There is a till ok layer of keratin. 
Both maorosoopically and miorosoopically there is an 
acute inflammatozy reaction. (Pig. 6).
Throo davo after Painti%. The epidermis is nowwmtoa-WiW wLcaamRmfWiawmiàv ïtrcM-ï—«-WMc»# »Y, < w w  #i ' w ji.ii.ijja «
anything up to 15 times thicker than normal and may be 
5«*6 cell layers deep. There is a striking increase in 
nuclear aise up to 6 times normal# Ptôses are 
numex^ ouB# There is frequent cytoplasmic vacuolation# 
Evidence of cellular differentiation with intercellular 
bridges is to bo seen with the appearance also of korato* 
liyaline granules. There is a diffuse granularity of the 
cytoplasm. Keratin blocks many sebaceous follicles 
which show pressure atrophy. (Fig. O).
is a reduction in 
thiclmess of the epideraiis with cells and nuclei now only 
4 or 5 times larger than norml respectively.
Vaouol0,tion of the cytoplasm is leap marked and there
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le more evidence of normal differentiation. There ie 
leao keratin but no evidenoo of regeneration of eebaceous 
follicles is seen yet. Hyperaeraia is less marked. (Fig. 10). 
Subsequent days show a gradual return to normal and by 
the tenth day the picture of normality is completely 
restored.
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Personal Results of Skin Painting with an 
Aoetone Solution of MetLyl Oholanthrene.^
A group of 12 R III f iiybrid mioe were each painted 
with a single drop of aolution* These were used am 
being the only mioe of the eorreot age group available 
at the time.
Skin seotions were prepared m  hae been 
described end the series was examined for comparison 
with the published work of Pullinger. The histological 
pattern seemed to accord well with that which she had 
described. As a confirmatory measure the sections 
were shown to Dr* Fullingor and she very kindly examined 
them* Hot only did she agree that the reproduction 
of her experiment had been satisfactory (Figs* 5» ?, 9 
and 11, and Table 6), she very generously gave me her 
original preparations to use as reference standards for 
these and future experiments* (Figs* 4» 6, 8, and 10)•
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Fl«ux» 4.
liaematoxylln and Sosin» X 120
3
-y-
Pullinger'9 original preparation* 1st. day.
Increased epidermal thickness is clearly seen (compare with Fig. 12}• Some paired nucleiare present. There is hyperaemia, as shown by dilated capillaries. A slight polymorph infiltration has occurred.
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PiKur* 5,
Haematoxylin and Eoain. X 120.
Personal repetition of Pullinger*s experiment, let. day#
Increase in cell diameter is seen with consequent increase in epidermal thickness, iiyperaemia is less marked than in Fig. 4. Compeuce with Fig. 4*
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Plgur. 6.
Haematoj^lin and Boain. X 120,
•» %
Pullinger'a original preparation. 2nd. day.
Greater epidermal thickening is seen and hyperkeratosis. Early obstruction of a hair follicle by keratin is seen. The polymorphinfiltration is more marked. Dilatedlymphatics are evidence of oedema.
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Haematozylln and So sir. X 120.
Personal repetition of Pullinger's experiment. 2nd. day.
The appearances are similar to those of Fig.6. The widely dilated oapillaries axe evidence of marked hyperaemia.Compare with Fig. 6.
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Fliai». 6,
Haematos^lin and Eosin. X 120
■ V c  ; ■
Pullinger's original preparation. 3rd. day.
Â great increase in epidermal thicknees is evident. There ie variation in cell diameter and nuclear size. Mitoses are present and there is marked hyperaemia. Cytoplasmic vacuolation in many cells is seen. Hyperkeratosis is evident with obstruction of a hair follicle.
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Ti.mx9 9.
Haematoxylin and Soain. X 120.
, .... ,
/> * •*.
Personal repetition of Pullinger's experiment, 3rd. day.
All the features of the original description are present in this section.Compare with Pig. 8.
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Figure 10.
llaematoxylin and Eoain. X 120
' .* . f'; '  ^ .. • -  •,/»  ^ »,
. • . ' . . • •
Pullinger's original preparation. 4th. day.
There ie a general reduction in cell size and some reduction of epidermal thickness. Hyperaemia and oedema are absent and the polymorph reaction is less obvious. Hair follicles are still obstructed with keratin.
58.
F&NMF* 
Haemato3^1ixi and Soain* X 120.
•:
Paraonal repetition of Pullinger'a experiment, 4th. day.
Although cella show reduction in size the epidermis is still fairly deep. Kerato* hyaline granules are prominent near the Burface. Hyperaemia is reduced hut some oedema is still present.Compare with Pig. 10.
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T a b le  6»
Hesults of Exposure of H III f mioe to a 
©ingle drop of 0,3^ Methyl oholanthrene
a;s*xi»3*».rfnr ,«<i=flttKa*»s!«:ÿaï=JST^TTTi^  ^ h*; ;?**» '4l
Mouse Mo.<7JM SS^ ÆItügPC II ffliW*HilljTlii
A. Ho naked eye ohsuige© - oharaotex^ istio 
changes mioroseopioally*
Ap Ho nalsed eye changes * no mloroooopl©
 ^ abnorinallty.
Mild Hyperaemia * oharaoteristio changes 
raiorosoopioally. (Fig. 5).
B. Moderate Hyperaemia «* oharaoteristiO
ohanges microscopioally.
Bg Marked Hyperaemia ^  characteristic
changes microaoopioally* (Fig. 7).
Moderate Hyperaemia .• oharaotorietio 
changea microscopically*
CL Moderate Hyperaemia characteristic
changea microaoôpioally. (fig. 9).
Cp Moderate Hyperaemia ^  Unsuitable because
of Tick bites*
C. Moderate ï^ p^ezzaemia • charaoteristio
oliangos miorosoopically.
3).j Slight Hyperaemia « Reaction only focal
in Epidermis*
Dg Slight Hyperaemia * characteristic
changes microscopioally*
Moderate Hyperaemia - characteristic 
changes mioroecopicexlly. (Fig. 11),
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Before prooeeding with the oomparieosi of the 
fifteen test liydrooarbone by tills method a number of 
toobnical problems oomiaon to al3. skin painting 
experiments beoame evident# It was determined to 
clarify these first still using the acetone solution of 
Metliyl OhoXaavbhrene for painting# These and subséquent 
experiments wer# made on BABB/o mice#
Htito. OmlA. (ReKÇ«ta.lgoin the Mteratur#).
It has been reported Dry (1926) i Borim (1954) tliat 
the hair of the mouse is shed and replaced throughout 
its life in a oyolical manner# Periods of active 
growth alternating with a resting phase eaoh having a 
çiîaraeteristic histological appearanoe#
In the growing; phase the hair shafts extend to 
full thickness of the eub^cutia and are closely packed 
together* (Fig# 18)* In contrast to this the resting 
phase shows email atrophie follicles which are more 
widely spaced and extend only about half the depth of 
the sub-cutis* (Fig* 13)*
By various procedures such as bleaching and 
dyeing the hair one growth phase could be differentiated
61.
TVïwctb 1? mft Ml
BæoAtojgrliii #md fiosia. X 48
àctiwm phm## of haiv oyol# Im Bolb/C doum for ooix%parl#om «ith Mg. 13 bolov «bioh «me tmkea from a llttor mate 6 daye prmvlouely.
-«'■ r -•
Roatiag phaae of hair oyole la Balb/C mou##.
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from that preoeâlmg it that following. In tîiiD way 
it was shorn that the vmB of growth begins at the head 
and travels posteriorly down the baok and extends rotmd 
the flank© on to the abdomen as it goes, A now wav# 
starts at the head end before the previous one has 
reaohed completion, From this it follows that there 
are areas of active growth and resting phase alternating 
along the length of the mouse throughout it© life*
Subsequent to these findings about the hair ôyole 
it was observed by Andreaaen and lSngelbreth*Holm (1953) 
and Borum and K1 inkem^Easmussen ( 1954*56 ) that the 
Incidence of tumours resulting from skin painting 
experiments was greatly influenced by the stage of the 
cycle. The akin in the resting phase being much more 
susceptible than in the grovang phase, Their results 
are simmiarised in Table ?*
These and similar confirmatory observations 
Introduce a significant variability into the results 
which can be expected from skin painting experiments 
made on mioe chosen at random from animal house stock.
6 3 .
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MEJâssiSA (BmsmLaMiEaâÊiMm) «
In ordea? to reduce theee varlatdonc as much as 
possible the growth of the first hair coat of the mouse 
was plotted by kil3.ing a total of 27 anima], s at daily 
intervals from birth onwards; till the duration of the 
first resting phase was plotted# This was found to 
begin at the 17*18th* day and last till the 23rd, or 
24th, day# It was assumed that this first resting 
phase would affect the mouse equally all over the body 
and this was confirmed by random biopsies# Therefore 
it would seem reasonable to suppose that the entire 
mouse is on this single occasion in its life equally 
susceptible ovor its whole surface to skin painting 
experiments#
A second repetition of the Pullinger experiment 
using 14 mioe aged 18 deys was made to test this 
hypothesis# Those were killed at time intervals as
follows ""
1st* hay 3
2nd* hay 3
3rd. hay 3
4th* hay 3
5th* hay 2
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HiBtologJ-üally thé memlta were similar to those 
previously obtained giving a positiva picture aooording 
to the criteria loyed àom by Puillmgor,
IÊ£Ê{rt,M,JfflsSE*. •
iVort & Twort (1936) showed timt mioe allowed to 
rnm îmB on a murfaoo wettod by ©halo oil only developed 
tumours on the fur bearing pm?ta of the body* The feat 
wlmoh m m  in closest oontaot with the oaroinogen
remained miaffeoted# Laeassagno (1945) irradiated mxi
homi i'oioe with ultra violet light over a marked area of 
the skin which inhibited hair follicle development#
Me found that in this area metliyl oliolasithrene wae not 
able to ImimQ tu/aoura# Fro® this and other evidenoe 
in the literature. It would seem that only when hair 
folliolos are present in the skim can tumours develop#
To confirm this observation 24 new borsi mioe wore 
painted with the eumo methyl oholanthrono in acetone 
solution previously used and them killed at the 
following time imtorvale#
66,
lot* Bay 3
2nd* Bey 4
3rd* Bay 8
4th* Bay 3
Six iidoo wore eaten by their mother© and loot to
the experiments* The rather uneven distribution over
the four days is due to the abandoriment of one litter
by the mother on the tiUrd day*
The histology of the skins of these mlQO shows no
ahnorioality* At birth the mouse has a thick layer of
keratin not broken by erupted hair shafts* (Fig, I4)#
These negative findings were therefore in accord with
the findings quoted in the preceding pevragraph* The
ability of methyl oholanthrena to induce tumours in other
squamous epithelium suoh as the fore stomaoh, may be a
function of esqpoaure over a period of time.
Conclusion* It would seem from these personalAM ju; ja.’rsyi,-a;fcsa*gaaaa»
observations and previously recorded work that the optimuin 
time at which to carry out skin painting experiments is 
on the 17th. or 18th* day as this is the only time in the 
life of the mouse when the whole body surface is in the same 
receptive resting phase with regard to the hair cycle#
67.
Fleur* 14.
Baematoxylln sud £osin. X <8.
Sàtin of uumal moiwe at blrta# Thore i# a thick layer of aurfaca keratin* So hair ■hafts penetrate the surface of the akin but many rudiznentazy hair follicles arc present.
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It was originally intended to prepare solutions 
of each of the 15 test hydrooarbons in aoetone* Bsoh 
was to contain the equivalent molar concentration to 
that which was present in the Q*Xfo Metliyl cholanthrenc 
solution used by Dr# Pullinger*
#ien it came to making up the solutions it was 
found that those îîydroearbons with the largest sioleouXes 
could not be made to go into solution in the appropriate 
concentration.
A search for alternative solvents, which would be 
capable of giving the appropriate solutions, but wiiioh 
were not in themselves irritants to the skin to the mouse, 
was made, The following substances were accordingly 
painted on to the skin of different groups of mioe, and 
the effect studied histologically, over a period of six 
days at intervals of 24 hours, The nmibers in 
parenthesis indicate the total number of mice in each 
sequence,
1, Tri^n#Butyrin (9)
69#
2 * heated to 200^ 0* for thirty
minutes and thou cooled before appXioatiou (8)* 
(This procedure is ueoeosary to enable some of 
the Hydrocarbons to go into solution)#
3 • Di-Me tliyl^Formamicla (5)
4# Di^Methyl#8ulpho%id8 (6)
5# 1-Met!iyl**laphthalene (6)
6# Triohloro Bensene (6)
Of these substances, Tri^n^Butyrin ?/as found to be
apparently completely non^irritant, and therefore the most
promising alternative solvent*
To test i'ri**n**Butyrin aa a solvent,• a 0.1^
solution of Methyl*' Oholaa^ ithrene v/as prepared èmà a trial
painting experiment was made on a group of 12 mice, whioh
were killed , as follows *
1st, Day 2
2nd* Day 3
3rd* Day 4
4th* Day 3
Wo effects on the epithellim were seen in the histology
of these animale*
TO.
Tîiis was an unexpeotecl result and thus It basame 
evident that there were some essential difference» in 
properties between acetone and the above eoXvente*
The most obvious is that unlike acetone, they aaze 
all oily and non-volatile.
.sofeQ&M»
When an acetone solution of a Ifydrocarbon i« painted 
on to the skin, it evaporatoe within a matter of seconde* 
If this is observed under ultra violet light, an area of 
fluorescence is seen on the skin where the acetone 
solution has deposited the solute* (Fig* 15)*
If the enimal is killed and a frosm section ie 
made of the painted area for examination under ultra 
violet light, fluorescence is seen* This is not only- 
on the surface of the skin but also shows the solution 
tracking dom the hair shaft into the hair follicle.
Tills was described originally by Crammer and Simpson 
(1945)* It seems reasonable to conclude that there is 
a capillary flow down the hair follicles, the hair shaft 
acting as a wiek, with only a small fraction of the 
original dose penetrating the skin*
71.
fhis would wl^ painting the skin of nmi bom
mioej who Imv# no p^ o^di\aos only résulta*
frozen sortions of akixi# whloh have boom painted with the 
non-.volatilo polvanta mentioiied abo^ m# ohow no evidence 
of peuotratioa àomi the hair ehaft#
fho prime factor in the failure of these solvent# 
as vehicles for carcinogens in tMs procedure would eeem 
to be their inability to penetrate the sidnvia the heir 
follicle due to their p%'oical proportdee*
Tm atickiness and lack of volatility of these 
solvents have another tansatiafactory aspeet* Bren if one 
or two drops only are applied to the skin» they remain 
fliiid for many hours* unlike acetone* which evaporates 
rapidly* This resultc in a widespread oonta^nation of 
the cage and its contents witMn a ve:^ few îmlnutes, m  
can easily bo eoon if this is emmlned under ul1;ra violet 
light. (Fig. 16), Tho animal also in cleaning itself 
ingests a large quantity of the doae applied to the sïd.n* 
as c m  be seen w^hm a post mortem examination is mad# 
under ultra violet light a few hours after painting.
(Pig. 17).
72. 
flarur. 15.
Plotur# of a mouse taken by ultra-violet light. The area of fluoreeoenoe on the back after painting with three drops of an acetone eolution of Fyrene le clearly seen.
73.
ftauc 16.
▲ picture of a etandezd mouee cage taken by ultra-violet light. Fine pin points of fluorescence are seen on the litter covering the bottom. This contamination occurred within ten minutes of the mouse shown in Fig. 15 being returned to its cage.
74.
FlKuye 17^
A Bouae shown undsr ultra-violet lig^t half an hour after painting with a solution of Pyrene in Tri-n-Butyrin# Fluoreeoenoeie seen in the stomach and on the surrounding tissues where leaking occurred when the stomach was opened#
75.
To soo how imoh influence the projecting hair 
has on the passage of the solvent through the skin 
harrier* various methods of removing the hair prior to 
painting v;era tried.
tu tise of an epilatory agent* ffo Ba- Bulphide* dissolves 
the hair* level with the skin surface* and leaves a 
follicle containing a hair shaft which does not project 
above the surface.(Fig. 18). 
b* 8haviî3g the skin which gives the nearest 
Hieohanical equivalent to the epilatory agent does not 
leave any projecting hair. (Fig. 19)*
0, Clipping the hair with mechanical clippers leaves 
a short even amount of hair projecting from each hair 
follicle. (Fig. 20).
Clipping the hair with curved scissors* as was done 
by Pullinger* leave© an irregular length of hair projecting 
from the follicles* and carries some risk of cutting the 
skin* thereby causing a reaction which can confuse the 
subsequent histological piotura* (Fig. 21).
76.
Itffwtff W  M d  Vit
Haamatoaylln and Sosin. X 120
Hair ramovad from akin by 7^  Ba Sulphida during raating phaae of hair cycle - mo hair proj eat# above akin suxfeoe*
Hair removed by ahaving during resting phase of hair oyole* Ko hair projecting above skim surface.
77.
Ftaae—  go mié «. 
Haematojqrlln «ad Eosin. XI20
Hair cut with dippers showing short length of hsir projecting sbowe skim. Hair in growing phase of qycle.
Skin healed after out from scissors. lots thideemed epidermis sad interrupted muscle layer. x 24O
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A further set of test paintings using 
oholanthrene in aoetone were made on three groups of 
12 miqe# Each was painted immediately after Mving 
the akin prepared by one of the methods just 
describedt In each group 3 animale were Mlleâ on
the four consecutive days after painting* The 
results were poor with only Qooasional animals 
ahovdng rather equivocal mlcroeoopio ohanges.
However on repeating the painting of three 
similar groupe* first allowing 36 hours to elaps# 
after preparing the skin* the results obtained wer# 
similar to those described by Pullinger.
It would appear from the results obtained with 
thesQ 72 mice that it is necessary for the hair to 
project to a certain minimum extent above the skin 
surface before successful reproduction of Pullinger’i 
results can be obtained*
7 %
Conditions for the Basle of a Skin Painting Teohnique 
Derived frpKLArspnal Observât igné*
From these preliminary studies on the problems of
skin painting experiments which involved a total of
202 mice* it would appear that the following factors
need to foe considered in standardising a tecMique based
on Pullinger’s original observation,
a. Painting should begin on the first day of 
the first resting phase of the hair oyole*
(17*18 day of life),
b. Hair should foe out with clippers 24 to 36 
hours before painting talces place to 
allow minimum projection of the hair above 
the skin surface#
0* The solvent must foe non irritant
volatile
of low viscosity.
It is important to remember that solvents 
which fulfil these criteria may not foe capable 
of dissolving the test substance, 
d, As the clmnges to be assessed are essentially 
cellular in nature* they may foe easily obscured
80.
by any IniMLmmnatory reaction in the skin and 
all possible precautions must be taken to 
select mice acoordingly*
In addition to the risks of oaueing tiii# 
already mentioned it must be remembered that parasites 
are often present in laboratory animals so that a 
careful oampaigti of disinfestation should precede 
the experiments* In practice it is found that the 
simplest method is to disinfest a. pregnant female 
and isolate her in a sterilised box in whioh her 
litter is kept till the time of the experiment.
SI*
Personal Memltu obtained by Skin Fainting 
with ot llydrooerbong.,^ . .
From the esiperienoe gained in th# prelimlnass^
investigation acetone was ehoeen as the solvent* Because
of the reportedly relatively weak caroinogenioity of some
of the series* the concentrations were increased*
Solutions equivalent to 10 times the molar concentration
of 0*3^ MetJiyl oholantîirene wore prepared* To msvism an
adequate penetration of the skin barrier the number of
drops used to paint each animal was increased from 3 to
9 which is approximately equal to 0*2 ml* of solution*
(This was applied with the double bend pipette illustrated
in F%* 2 on page 46)*
As positive results occurred witMn the first four
days in Fullinger* s experiment, tîiis was made the limit of
the tsdal* If a promising pattern of results emerged a
more extended sequence of painting was to be made*
Subject to the availability of stock 8 to 12
mice were painted with each solution*
A detailed post mortem examination was made of
8 2 .
each animal and the painted area examined mioroaeopioally^ 
The results were later summarised on a chart as shown 
in Appendix No* 3« It was found that Kypes^ aomla of the 
suhcutemeous tissues deep to the painted area was the 
only slgnifioant finding recorded on naked eye 
examination* In the assessing of the microscopic 
changes features whioh could not he directly attributed 
to the application of Hydrooarhons were frequently seen 
and these increased the difficulty of assessing a given 
sequence as to its specificity of reaction.
The results obtained with the pyrene sM 
atitliraoene eeriee of Hydrôca3?hons using 1X7 mice are 
aimmaritied in Tables 8 and 9*
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8# ÏÏO false poeitiTee weæ# 3?ooord«i* 
h. Boïm miimaXe showott definite hietolegioal 
ohonges clue to faator© other than es^ooure 
to the tost esolutiono* made
interpretation of opeeifio ohmigee diffiouXt 
in some inetanoeo*
0* %ioBo oubetanoea graded as oaroinogoBle on 
the hasie of spoeifie mioroeoopie ohsmgee were 
all known oaroinogene*
fhe changés produced by this group of %drooarbone 
Hôs# 3ÿ 4j 11 are illustrated in IfigSo 22  ^33^
24) for comparison with Figs# 4 to 11*
Wo# 12 which was vea%r difficult to assess was 
poeeiblj positive# 
d# Comparison of the last two columns of fables 7 and 
8 shows that three false negatives m m  recorded* 
fhes# were with %drocarhon Eos# 5® 7# B# 
fhe latter is particularly surprising as it 1# 
a potent carcinogen under other circumstances.
6 6 ,
In order to produoo a teet seq.uonoe whioh is 
satisfaotory for escaraination many preoautione required 
to be taimn. Even so there v/as difficulty of 
interpretation in oertai.n inetanoeo and , false negatives 
OQOurred, .for these reasons it is felt that the 
adaptation of the original observations of Piillimger 
to a short term method is not suffioiently reliable 
for routine use#
During the course of this part of the 
investigation much was clarified and systematized in 
regard to procedures a.pplicable to all skin painting 
methods and it is felt that the principles proposed 
on page 79 should reduce the number of variables 
inherent in this type of study for whatever purpose it 
is imdertaken.
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n t o m  2a.
Eaematozylln and Bomln# X 120.
Skin of moue# 1 day after painting with a eolution of 1.2:3.4 Dibensanthraoen# in aoetone. Epidermal thickening and hyperaemia can be eeen clearly. There ie also eome inereaee in surfaee keratin. Compare with fige. 4 and 5.
88.
riKiuf Ml 
Eaemmioxylln and Eoain. X 120.
% # #
Skin of Booaa 2 days after painting with a solution of 1.2:3.4 Sibenaopjrene in aeetone. The epidermal changea are the moat oharaoteriatio feature here. Hyperaeaia ia not very narked.Compare with Figs. 6 and 7.
89.
T i m x m 24.
HaMatoagrlln and Eoain# X 120.
* If 
% .
Skin of mouaa 3 dgys after painting with a solution of 3*4 Benzopyrene in acetone.The characteristic changes described for the third day after painting are seen in this specimen.Compare with Figures 6 and 9*
90,
Flgar#_25,
Uasoiatozylia and Eoain, X 120.
Skin of mouse 4 days ai'ter painting with a solution of 3.4 Bensopyrene in aoetone.The ehanges here are fooal in distribution. The mouth of a hair follicle is still plugged with keratin. This picture is not as clear cut as the original.Compare with Figures 10 and 11.
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BIOQtJLAgîOH m ’BRl’MIfS.
Th© majority of inoculation teohniques have made 
use of a non-toxie and Bon»irritant solvent a© the 
vehicle for the test aubetance* A deliberate exception 
to this is the employment of the veMcle as a 
co^eareinogen or promoting agent* Most oôîmnonly the 
route of injection has been subcutaneous or 
intraperltonosl although under special conditions other 
routes have been used in attempts to induce tumours.
It has often been the case that the teat suhatanoe, 
the vehicle, or both have rapidly diffused away froax the 
injection eite with Guhse#emt metabolism or excretion 
within a few hom?s, This has meant that repetition of 
the injections lias been necessary in order to maintain a 
local or systemic level of test material.
If a simple method of localising the injected 
material were available the need for repeated injections 
would be eliminated.
Hetra, Spenser & Shubik (1959) described a 
method of preparing a colloidal suspension of hydrocarbon 
in gelatin. This was done by injecting an aoetone
solution of %drooarbon rapidly into e aqueous gelatin 
eolution in a tube kept at 5S^6 in a water bath and then 
driving off the acetone by passing nitrogen tixrough the 
gelatin solution# With a solution of 3? 4 BenKOpyrene 
prepared in this manner they injected new bom mice and 
produced a high Incidence of Byûiphoma after a period of 
about six months. Roe & Balaman (1961) followed up tMs 
work and reported multiple tumours in new bom mice 
injected with a number of different hydrooarbona prepared 
in a similar manner.
Those résulté showed promise for farther 
investigation as they satisfied the following theoretical 
criteria for a standardized test procedure - 
a. A single application, 
bt Small quantity of test material* 
e. Sliaplleity of execution.
d. As the latent period was six months all the 
animals were still young enough to have a very- 
low incidence of spontaneous tuDXouro.
e. There is the further point that all the mio# 
being under 24 hours old are relatively 
speaking *^ standard^ .^
93.
Th# only obvious disadvmtôge to b# aeen on ©aamining 
tho method was the faot that th# XjS gelmtlm solution tend# 
to set at room temperature end requirts to be melted 
before injection, This introduces the theoretical risk 
of trauma at the injection site if the temperature of the 
inoculum ie too high, There might also be a remote risk 
of protein shock from the 1^5 gelatin.
Alternative Qolloid,
In order to circumvent the theoretical problem of 
protein shock it was decided to make use of Sodium Algenate 
in place of gelatin in preparing the solution, This is a 
carbohydrate derived mainly from sea weed which amongst its 
other properties has the ability to produce in 
concentration the same physical effeotm as a 1?S gelatin 
solution and it remains liquid at room te#erature, This 
means that each injection would contain lesa colloid than 
when gelatin is used.
a. &. 0,2fo solution of Algenate in mte» was prepaïaâ
using a motor driven stirring rod# . v/as neceseary
as the liquid is viscous during the dissolving of the 
algonate which takes about an hour. 100 ml. is a
94w
convenient quantity to prepare at m j  on© time for this 
reason* Suoh a solution xd.ll keep in the refrigerator 
for up to two weeks, beyond this time it sometimes 
becomes contaminated by a groxdh of mould.
b. 0*5 mgms* of hydrocarbon were weighed out into a 
small pieco of aluminium foil on the soale pan of the 
balanot. The foil vdth the %drocarbon in it was then 
dropped into a tub© containing 2 ml* of acetone*
c, 5 ml* of the 0*2/5 algenate solution was measured 
into a wide bore boiling tube and a mark made on the 
glass to record the fluid level*
d* The aoetone solution of ïï/O vms then added to 
til© alg©na,t© as follows?'* The aoetone solution 
drawn into a double bend pipette (see Fig*2) was sprayed 
rapidly into the algenat© solution f3?om a distance of 
about 2 cm©*, the resulting mixture becoming turbid 
axid the fluid level rising in the tube*
0* The boiling tube xms sealed with a rubber bung 
tlirough wW.oh tx?o glass tubes pass as shown in B’ig.26 
and nitrogen bubbled slowly tlirough the mixture making 
sure the tip of the delivery tube was well below the 
5 ml* nmrk. In this way the aoetone was driven off*
95.
Light auction v/ae applied to the outlet tube to remov# 
the freed aoetone, (Bee Fig, 26),
f, Wmn the fluid level returned to the 5 ml, mark 
on the level of the tube, the aoetone was held to have 
been completely driven off leaving behind a suspension 
of hydrocarbon in algenate,
g. This algenate Hydrocarbon complex will keep in
the refrigerator for up to ten days and only requiree to 
be brought up to body temperature before injection,
This means 102 F^, for the mouse,
A doss of 0,5 ml, was calculated to be 
equivalent to 50 ugm, of Hydrocarbon* This volume 
though small is in fact quite a large one to give 
subautaneouely or intraperitoneal3.y to a nex? born 
mouse*
96
Figure 26
VACUUM
5 ml LEVEL
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Injootion JüKparimsnts using an algenat*
_______gugBen3iQn_Q.£_aYteooai%ons.
lethod*
An aseistant wearing rubber gloves, to avoid 
aontamlîiation from the %drooarbom solution, held, th# 
newborn mice for Injection, %hls was made with a 
tuberoulin syringe and using a Ho* 20 needlo^  ^ I^iq term 
newborn meaning mice under 24 hours old. It Im 
however not a good principle to handle mloe in the first
6 to 8 hours of life. Disturbing the nest at this
time often means that the uiothea? eats her litter* 
a, ^ Subcutanepua Injeptionq,
She needle was passed under the skin of th# 
back low down and the solution injected upwards between 
the shoulder blades* If the needle point is 
sufficiently far from the ekin puncture then there Is no 
loss of injected material due to back flow# 
b* ^^traneritoneal Injection.
The needle entered the abdominal cavity in the
left Iliac fossa and keeping the point well up under the
emterror abdominal wall injection was made medially towards 
the liver* thus avoiding injury to the viscera.
98.
Weaaiing.
After injection the baby mice were left with th# 
mother till du# for weaning. fMs was usually four weeks 
after birth* At tMs time they were sexed and 
segregated, also numbered by ear puneliing# It was often 
found that there had been a considerable wastage during 
those first few weeks due to deaths.
Duration of Experiments.
At 16 weeks all animals were killed with ether 
and a post mortem examination made. Atsy suspicious 
naked eye lesion was taken for histological examination. 
This included areas of residual fluorescence.
PpstJ 
a,
The skin of the back was reflected from the tail 
end, forward over the skull, by making two lateral 
incisions and any erythema of the subcutis or enlargement 
of lymph nodes noted. The animal vms then examined under 
ultra violet light for evidence of fluorescence prior to 
completing the post mortem examination.
 X&tisap.erilionea W e o t i o n e .
The akin of the anterior aspect of the body wae
99.
refleotad laterally, from a mid line inelBilon, an.d examined 
mider ultra violet light to be certain that thé injection 
had not been aooidentally made mbcutaneously# The 
abdomen v/as then opened and any abnormality or residual 
fluoreeoenoo noted ^ care being taken not to dmaage the 
diaphragm,
0» Bssumination of the Thorax,
The traohea was exposed by a mid line incision in 
the neck, and a fine %pod0rmiQ needle introduced 
through the wall pointing towards the bronchi* A sutur# 
was paased under the trachea s M  tied firmly in a single 
îüiot around the needle, The lungs were then inflated 
with 2 to 3 ml* of Fozswl Saline* When fluid flowed 
back round the needle the suture was tightened, a second 
knot tied and the needle withdrawn* On opening the 
thorax it was novir found that the lungs had taken up 
their normal relationship inside the chest cavity*
(Fig. 27)* Small tuJûoura were th#n easily seenas white 
translucent areas, usually placed aubpleurally at the 
periphery of the lobes*
100.
Distribution of ExDoriîuffital Material*
A total of 282 mioe were Injected either 
suboutaneously or intraperltoneally. Of these only 
195 survived to the age of %veaning* This means that 
87 of the anima3.s under e^ cperiment were loot in the 
first four weeks (i.e. about 3(Ç^ )*
The reason for this was that the mothere 
either ate their litters or abandoned them and they 
died#
The numbers injected by each route with th# 
different solutions of %drooarbon in algenat# which 
survived to the end of the ex^ e^rimonts is given in 
Tables 10 and 11#
101.
Fl<mr* 27.
A B C
& ' él ^
TTWW
4
Thw lungs of three different nice are ahoen#A is the diaptiragiuitxo surfaoe of iungP inflated by formalin injection.b stwas the apical aspect of aimilarly injected pair of lunga.U ia a pair of lungs as normally seen within the cheat at post mortem examination.The greater ease of examination of the inflated lungs ia seen from thia oomparlaon.
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Remits of .
Both routes of injection elxow eomewlmt surprioing 
reoultB# M%hmgh the numbers involved for each 
individual bydroearbon are not large the failure of 
several of tkie known oaroinogoxxe to produoe tusioura was 
imesqpeoted* In the ease of the Bixboutaneoue 
©xperimemts, franîcly malignant lesions ooourred at the 
inoculation site in 7 out of 8 animals using 3 4* B 9 
Dibensopyrene and in 5 out of 7 animals using 3 4s 9 10 
Bibemopyrene, wMoh indicates a good positive 
correlation with the Imown effects of these eubstcmoes* 
However the failure of the 5 other Icnown carcinogens 
in these series to induce similar tumours is not 
readily essplained, especially in those oases where 
residual fjuoresoence was present at the inoculation site, 
The presence of isolated animals with pulmonary 
adenomas is considered of some significance in view of 
the age of th© aniimls in which they had developed*
%©n the intmperitoîieal injection os^erimante are 
considered wo again find the same two hydrooarbons 
responsible for the production of tumours at or near 
the site of inoculation*
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% #  total number of pmlmonazy adenomae is greater 
in this group m à  th# distribution is Md#r. 1 2» 5 6 
Dibenziantlxraoen# having the highest inoidenc# in 4 out 
of 6 mice oompared with 1 out of 5 for the auboutaneou# 
route# This suggests that the absorption of th# 
%drooerboa from th# inooulum is more easily a#Gomplish#d 
via th# intraperitoneal rout#.
a. All the oubeutaneous tumours ooourring at or near 
th# sites of injection were of a poorly differentiated 
or anaplastic type often showing many mitoses#
Invasion either of the deeper subcutaneous tissue© or 
of the overlying squamous epithelium is evident#
The general appearances resemble those of th# type of 
sarcoma often experimentally induced in subcutaneous 
sites in animals* (Fige* 28, Eg)#
b, The two splonio tumoitrs occurring with the 
intraperitôneal injection of 3 4* 9 10 Bibenzopyren# 
were probably due to the accidental direct injection of 
some of the solution into the splem, These tumours 
appear to b# sarcomas arising from the eonneotiv# tissu# 
of the spleen itself* (Figs# 30, 31).
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e« In each animal showing the presence of pulmonary 
adenomas these were found to he multiple. There was a 
variation in else from nodules just visible naked eye 
to lesions only visible mierosoopioally. (Figs. 32, 33). 
There seem to he two principjje sites of distribution, 
a subpleural peripheral nodule (Fig. 34) often rather 
solid and sometimes showing a papillary type of structure. 
(Fig. 35). The other is a centrally placed tumour 
v/Moh ia often in close association with a small blood 
vessel and indeed often surrounds it* (Fig* 36)* These 
seem in their early stages to be a less solid type of 
growth.
d. The histology of the fluorescent areas noted at 
post mortem in which no tumours were found all showed the 
presence of algenate surromided by a simple fibrous 
capsule (Fig. 37 )• Viewed with mi ultra violet light 
source this material fluoresced brightly in the microscopic 
preparations*
These observations held true both for areas of 
subcutaxieoua and intraperitoneal fluorescence seen at 
post mortem examination.
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yigur* 28, 
Haamatosqrlin and Bo sin. X 48
jf i,^ X
Suboutaneoua tumour at ait# of injection with 3.4#8.9 Blbcnsopyxene in algenate. This ia a aarooma which ia infiltrating widely in the aubcutaneoua tiaauea.
106.
Flair* 29.
llaematoxqrlin and Eoain* X 120
.4.
M M - Æ
Fart of Figura 28 magnified to ahov infiltration of auboutaneoua tiaauea more olearly. The anavlaatio nature of the tumour ia well aeen.
109.
?lgng«-30. 
Haematoxylln and So sin. X 120
spleen of nouae Injected intxaperitoneelly with 3»4i8.9 Sibenaopyrenc in algenate. A poorly differentiated tumour ie seen arising within the substance of the spleen.
110.
Haemetoxylin and Eoeln. X 8^0,
-  : y* ' .if n .  .-j, . ^ ,
r n m ‘m §
- V  jfVt
A magnified view of part of Figure 30 showing the saroomatous appearsnoe of the tumour with a number of aitotis figures.
111.
Ilaematoxylln and Eoain. X AB.
Adenoma of lung large enought to be visible naked eye. Arising in an animal injected suboutaneously with 1.2*5.6 Dibensanthraeene in algenate.
112.
Flgir*.
Haematoxylln and EoGin. X 48.
w #V . " - 4: » - i
t
# # # # #
Microacopie oentrally placed adenomas.Arising in a mouse injected intraperitoneally with 1.2*5.6 Dibenzanthraeeae.
113.
fimn 34.
HaMnatoeylin and Eoaln. X 48.
6 /sStSXimdS -^SüSsmsî ^
«V
Subplaural type of adenoma in mouse injected intxaperitoneally with 1.2#4.5 Dibeniopyrene. There is a suggestion of an early papillary arrangement in the tumour.
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Figure 35,
Haeeetoxylin end Eoain. X 120
Pepillazy type of subpleurel adenoma arising in a mouse injected intraperitoneally with 
1.2i7*8 Dibenianthraeene in algenate.
115.
36.
Haematoxylin and Eoain. X 120,
> • I
■ r , i
»
Early adenoma showing arrangement surrounding a small blood vessel. This was one of several similar tumours in a mouse injected intraperi toneal ly with 1.2* 5.6 Dibemsanthracene. See Figure 33.
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SaaOlt.
HaenatoiQrlin and Soain. X 48.
^ 9  j-
Subcutaneous encapeulation of an Inoculum containing 1.2# 3.4 Libenzarithraoene in edgenate. This nodule was brightly fluorescent at post mortem examination under ultra violet light#
m #
Oommexita'g.Y»
From those escporimoîits certain conoluoions can h#
drawn#
a. There was a Ixigh wastage rate of oïiimls in the 
early weeks after inoculation resulting in a oonsiderahle 
reduction in numbers available for final analysis. In 
order to obtain any given total number of results foa? an 
experiment of this type it is estimated that the 
injection of in excess of the final number desired 
would be necessary to allow for this early loss.
b. Is the mothers clean their babies after they ar# 
returned to the nest they run a high risk of ingesting 
soma of the inoculum from leaking at the inoculât ion site* 
For this reason each mother has to be killed at the time 
of weaning the litter as she camiot be used for further 
breeding. The resulting strain on the breeding stock was 
at times very great#
0. The timing of mcperiments was dependent on the rate 
of breeding and days of birth of litters* The resulting 
limitation made for difficulties at time© with regard to 
the preparation of the algenat© solutions and other 
aspects of the essperiments.
ne.
d. Only two of the known oaroinogena gave a really 
satisfaetory positive result to correlate with the 
Imown behaviour of the oubetanoeB under test* Thee# 
tuiuours were paesaged tlirough at least three further 
animal hosts and grew to transplantable ei^e within 
three weeks of grafting*
e* The ineidenoe of adenomas of lung in mice of this 
ag© group 10 of considerable interest as according to 
Shimkin 1955? spontaneous tumours of this kind are not 
recorded in mice under a year old* This would seem to 
imply some association between the ezgierimental 
procedures and th© inoidonce of these tumours, particularly 
in the case of 3 4* 9 10 Dihen^opyrene* 
f* Although brilliant areas of fluoresoence present at 
death indicate eatisfaotory localisation of the 
inoculum the level of tumour incidence was disappointingly 
low, contrary to the reported behaviour of many of the 
hydrooarhons*
It may be that the algenate has a. protective or 
inhibiting effect, or simply that it stimulates the 
production of a protective reaction aromid the injected 
material which is thus prevented from being absorbed and
metabolizttd*
Although this lino of investigation would he of 
interest to pursue it was not within the eoope of the 
present study and was not extended further#
This technique though simple and fulfilling 
many of the postulated requirements failed to produce a 
convincing degree of correlation in a sufficient number 
of oases to warrant further exploration of the method* 
lo fmrther trials have been made to eacplore the 
reasons for the apparently satisfactory behaviour of 
some of the test substances and the lack of response 
on the part of others*
120 *
iwMTATioi Expmimms.
Review of Implantation Proeectees.
It was ooneldered that, in the context of the work 
being oarriecl out in this study, the prooedurea for 
passaging experimentally induced tmoura did not 
constitute a method of tumour induction/^  commonly 
employed methods being the subeutaiteous implantation of 
tumour fragments vith a trocar mid cannula, or the 
injection of tumour mince through a wide bore needle* 
a* Human Tumour Exslants»
A method of conditioning experimental miimals by 
X^irradiation which made possible the successful explanting 
of human tumour material into the prepared hosts was 
described by Toolan 1951 • hater the pro*treatment by 
X^irradiation was combined with cortisone injections»
As a result of her work a number of human tumours become 
permanently established in successive generations of 
prepared animals.
From these atrains^of which H %  I and II Ep II 
are well Imown examples, suceessfiiX eatablisiiment of 
tissue culture lines was made by Moore 1955» Many 
studies have been made on the factors influencing tumour
Ï2%.
growth uàing both the oolid timoüré m à  the tissue 
ou3.turo cells derived from this hummi material.
It must be recognised however tMt this ver^ 
important work does not fall into the classical mould 
of tumour induction by the application of a carcinogen. 
b. fh© ïïae of an inert vehicle for a carcinogen.
In an attempt to obtain good localisation of a 
carcinogen in the tissues with resulting long term 
exposure of a single site to the action of the substance 
dull 1951 incorporated methyl oholantlirene in paraffin 
wax from ?Moh small pellets were made. Whose pellets 
were surgically implanted into the urinary bladder 
in mice. Whe post-operative mortality was rather Iiigh 
but the percent tumour Induction in the surviving mice 
was good. He used 2]t and concentration of test 
material in his studies.
p. Variation in physical state of an inert material,.
It was noticed by Oppenheimor 1956 that if an 
inert material such as plastic warn introduced 
suboutaneously in a single sheet 2 x 1  cm. then a sarcoma 
arose around the implant site. If however a series of 
holes were made in the plastic or the plastic was
1 8 2 .
ground up prior to implantation no tuBioura arose.
Further any ouhstanoe that m u  ehemioally active 
failed to induce sarcoma formation.
d. .Implantation of tissues in conjunction with a oaroino^ < 
Houa & Smith 19^5 %ade a fine mince of embryo akin and 
injected this deeply into the thigh muaole of adults of 
the same strain with the resulting formation of inclusion 
cysts lined by well differentiated sldn.
^hes© experiments were made using Balb/O mice 
a highly inbrad strain as other work had shown that no 
growth of embryo implants occurred using mice of mixed 
strain origin. liiis strain is the Bagg albino 0 
v/hich was the result of 50 generations of brother and 
sister mating# It was the need to use tMs strain in 
these experiments that determined the use of Balb/O 
mice throughout the v/hole of this investigation.
When metiiyl eholaïithrene dissolved in olive oil 
saturated with Soharlaoh E was included in the 
inoculuîn squamous carcinomas were induced in the 
implants.
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used adult mouse tissue» both 
prostate a\id lung» in which ho wrapped crystals of methyl
cholanthreno prior to subcutaneous implantation. With
both typos of tissue there was successful induction of 
squamous tumours.
Whilst all those procedures wore successful in 
achieving the object of the e:%erimental conditions 
described» they wore not in themselves sufficiently 
clearly defined that they could be modified to fulfil 
the requirements of a routine test procedure.
Before describing the implant tecluiiqu© used for 
those experiments it is appropriate at tMs point to 
explain the procedure which became necessary to provide
an adequate supply of experimental animals.
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ïhe Balb/O etrain of ûiioe was chosen at the 
beginning of this study because of the report that tutiiours 
had been induced in embryo implants of this strain*
When these implantation experiments were begun^the 
skin painting; and algenate solution injection^ experiments 
had already been in progress for some weeks* It v/as 
clear therefore that heavy demands for embryo tissu# 
would rapidly deplete the breeding colony* For the 
embryo implant experiments alone two groups of animals 
would need to be constantly ava,ilable*
I* Pregnant females as sources of Embryos*
II* Host animals of appropriate age for the implants*
In order to ensure that these demanda as well as those 
of the other experiments could be mot, the following 
routine was adopted*
a* Mice were mated two females and a male per box, 
this having been found to be the optimum ratio for tMs 
strain of mouse in the available colony*
b. Gages were examined daily and all pregnant mice 
segregated in single boxes. Some were set aside as 
sources of embryo material and others were kept for
125.
inor easing stock.
G. ïho date o£ birth of litters was rooorà«d and 
they were weaned at four weeks. At this time they were 
sexed and segregated 6 to 8 per cagt.
d. Mice between 8 and 9 weeks old were used as 
hosts for the implmiting of embryo tissues. lîhis 
age group was chosen for the following reasons*
1. O&ey were almost adult in sis# and 
therefore easy to haîidle from an 
operative point of view.
2. Shey were too young to hav# 
spontaneous tumours.
3. After the 16 weeks of the experiment 
they wer# still only eis months old 
and spontaneous tumour incidence 
would still be very low.
e. If mice passed the age of 9 weeks unused for 
inoculation experiments the females were all kept for 
future breeding and some males also to replace breeding 
males.
f* Each pregnant female killed to provide embryos 
was replaced by another female over 3 months old, To
1S 6 .
simplify the mpid assessment of the state of th# oolony 
at any time with regard to the availability of th# 
various groups» the cage cards illustrated ia Fig* 38 
were designed and changed as appropriate with th# 
passage of a group of mice from one stag# to the next#
fo^. ^laolatien .of. 'Bmmmt  Mip*.
120.giasag implant aechiilqatt.
£2KgonaL.Mto3rP giaaua Smslant gecha-Xqaft.
It was felt that asi open sur^ l^cal teoîmiquo would 
allow a more preoise localiaa-tion of the Implaiitod embryo 
tiGoue thari in previously dosoribed methods, and would 
also roduoe the degree of tissue trauma in th# host* 
Selection of Embryo i\feiteriBl*
a. Pregnant females near term were killed by eervioal 
dislocation* This method was chosen so as to avoid any 
possible effect on the embryo had em anaesthetic been 
used*
b* The abdomen was then opened and the intact uterine 
hox’ns removed to a sterile Petri Dish# Plastic 
disposable dishes were used throughout these experiments# 
Sterile instruments were used to remov# the uterus but 
no antiseptic v/as used on the skin to avoid 
contamination of the abdominal contents*.
0* With fresh sterile instruments the foetuses were 
removed from the amniotic sacs and separated from the 
placentae* They were then stored in a second sterile 
Petri Dish containing sterile saline* 
d* Each individual foetus was pinned on a clean sheet 
of paper on a cork mat for dissection, by passing a
129 .
Steel pin into the mouth and through the skull *
The tail end was Immobilized by a pin thorough the root 
of the tail.
e. Using a magnifying lene on a head band it wa»
found to be g.uite easy to identify individual organa#ivFine instruments many of them designed for o^thalmio 
surgery were used to remove the tissues required, 
f# The tissues were placed in sterile saline in 
previously labelled pstri dishes. They could be 
kept in this manner at room temperature for up to an 
hour before implantation and still give satisfactory 
results.
The normal histological appearance of some of 
these tissues prior to implantation is shown in 
Figures 39 to 45*
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ri«BUf 39. 
Haamatojqrllm and Soain* X 120
Vo x m I foetal akin near term. Overlying the aquamone epitheliun la a layer of keratin.Ho hair ia present. Only ooeaaional rudimentary hair folliolea are seen.Compare with figure 14# page 67 and figure 47# 
page 144#
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Figure 40,
Haematoxylin and Boain. X 120
& # # #
Part of embryo lung from mouse foetua at term# ahowing prominent bronohi and unezpanded alveoli.Compare with Figure 49.
132.
Wfiuro 41.
Haesato^^Iin and Eoaln. X 48.
4
I
Part of a normal embryo mouse stomaah showing the two types of epithelial lining. Squamous epithelium in the fore stonaeh and glandular epithelium in the body of the etomaoh.
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Fliw». 42.
Haematojqrllii and Sosln. X 48
>
Whole urinary bladder from mouae foetua at term inoluding a oroaa aeotion of ureter at the upper edge.Compare with figure 54#
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Flauf 43. 
Haenatozylin and Eoaia. X 48.
Whole enbzyo kidney from mouse foetus at term.Compare with Figure 95#
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Plgur# 44.
Haenatoxylln and Eosln. X 49
Kozual embz^ 'O adrenal of stouse. Small portions of spleen and kidney are seen on either aide of the adrenal.
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tlKuya 45,
Haeoatozylin and Soain* X 48
É
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Whole eabryo thyaiua from mouae foetus at term.Compare with Figure 59#
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a. The outer aspects of both h:Uid legs of the mioe were 
clipped with electrlo clippers# Those used were the 
pattern supplied by Wahl Ltd* of London and called 
Glukes clippers which have a specially narrow head for 
use with small animals* With Badb/O mice this oan be 
done without anaesthetizing' the animals* Stock mice 
and some other strains will not stay still enough and 
quite severe skin cuts can result* 
b* The mice v/ere anaesthetised in a wide neok glass 
jar with a screw top* The best method is to have a small 
basket attached to the under surface of the lid in v/hich 
cotton wool soaked in anaesthetic is placed* Putting 
the wool in the bottom of the jar results in the animals 
wetting the fur of the face area with consequent damage 
to eyes and mucus membranes.
Trichlor Ethylene BP (Trilene) was used as 
anaesthetic having been found by personal experience to be 
very suitable for maintaining anaesthesia in small animals 
for long periods of time with subsequent rapid recovery*
G* A small skin incision was made posterior to and 
parallel with the line of the femur using a Ho. 15
130*
blade on a number 5 handle, 
d* The fibree of the thigh mueele were separated in the 
same line as the skin inoieion by stabbing a sharp 
pointed pair of eoiseors deeply into the muaole then 
opening the points* Oarefully done this causes no 
bleeding, but if the scissors are too close to the 
femr the femoral vessels may be damaged with consequent 
haemorrîiage*
6* The cavity so formed was held open with a pair 
of curved forceps, while the implant was placed deeply 
into the muscle with another pair# The muscle was then 
allowed to close over the implant. If tlds precaution 
is not taken movement of the leg can make the implant 
work loose from its intra muscular site and it may 
possibly be lost through the skin wound in the immediately 
post Operative period*
f, The skin was closed with one or two Interrupted 
stitches taking care not to stitch the muscle which 
would excite a foreign body reaction,
g. Each animal was numbered by ear punoiiing*
139.
This operative procedure cam be carried out single
handed but it le much more rapidly don# if an assistant 
holds tho animale and controls the anaeathetio# With 
praotico it was fourid poesibXe to make both implante la 
an animal in some three minutes.
A different type of tissue iiuplant in each leg 
was found useful in helping to avoid possible confusion 
at a later date when tissues were processed mid sections 
prepared for microscopic examination,.
Care of animals after the Implantation procédure, 
à. All animals were kept in standard mouse cages with & 
diet of pellet food lo. 41 water , ad libidum. 
b. Weekly exmlnation of each animal was made to note 
localized or diffuse swelling in the hind lege. The week 
of first appearance of any such abnoimiality was noted.
A few animals were killed before the 16 week period had 
elapsed due to ulceration of the skin over a swelling, 
or to the excessive size of the nodule#
In the majority of oases the presence of a large 
swelling was later found to be due to retention of 
Keratin or Secretion witîün a cyst. For this reason the 
presence of a palpable nodule cannot be taken as a
140.
definite inclication of tho development of a neoplasm. 
Post Mortem Prooedure.
G. At the end of the 16th. week all animals were killed 
with ether.
h* The skin of the hind legs was dieseoted off and 
viewed inider ultra violet light v/hen some of those v/ith 
tumours were found to he fluorescent. (Fig* 4^ )*
They were then disarticulated at the hip joint* They 
were placed in separate jars of fixative and labelled 
with the number of the mouse and tho side from wMch 
they coma* Further processing of the tissues was then 
carried out according to the Schedule detailed in 
Appendix No* 4*
0. The remainder of tho animal was escamined for any 
naked eye abnormality and suspicious lesions taken for 
Metologioal examination.
141.
Ti-epn.tàx
J
The hind legs of e mouse 16 weeks after Inqplantation with enbzyo tissue and 3.4*9JO Dibsniopyrsne. Tide photograph taken by ultra violet light shows fluorescence in the left leg at the centre of a tumour. In the right leg fluorescence shows through the undisturbed host leg muscle.
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As a preliminary control Investigation a wide 
variety of embryo tissues were implanted in order to 
determine if there was any seleotlvity in the ability of 
the Balb/C ©train to accept ©mbsyo material. A few 
animals were killed at varying time interval# to see 
how soon it was possible to detect that the implsnie 
were viable# This was found to be as early as two 
weeks but little growth in size of the implants occurred 
under 6 weeks* The results for those implants which 
were allowed to survive for 16 weeks are shown in 
Table 12*
Table 12.
Embryo Tissue No. of Implants No of Implants
^^Embryo "Tl8sue_____
Skin 3 3Lung 4 4Stomach 3 3Bladder 4 4Kidney 5 2Liver 4 2*Thymus 3 3Adrenal 3 2Heart 1 0
% e 2 1Brain 3 0
The surviving tissue appeared to be of Bile 
duct origin.
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Two prinoipXe featuros were noted on the 
mioroaoopio examination of these Implanted tieeuea# 
a, A oomplete lack of reaction aroinxd the implant on 
the part of the host animal which resulted in the 
appearance of a well tolerated but abnormally placed 
tissue growing in the leg muecles. 
b* Active growth mid differentiation on the part of 
the embryo tissues themselves with f03Siation of cm 
adult type of histological pattern only modified by 
the physical constraint of being in tho deep intra 
muscular site.
The appearance of some of those untreated 
embryo tissue implants after 16 weeks in the host 
animals is shown in Figures 4Î to 59#
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f i m x »  47,
Haemato]qrllm «md Eoein. X 120
Control implant of akin ahowing diffarentiatiom from th# foetal pattern to form hair and keratin, Rote the abamioe of réaction to the akin on the part of the host tiaauea.
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Haematoxylin and Eoaln* X 120
I
i,V
T.
à
U
Control embryo ekln implant ehowing laminated keratin due to desquamation over 16 weeks to fill oyet oavity. Hair shafts in cross aeotion are also ae«a deeper in the egrst*
14f.
49.
Eaammtozylin and Soaln. J 120.
• i
r,
Ccatzol Smbzyo lung implant. Well formed bxonohl are seen surrounded by unexpended alveolar tissue.
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nxas» 50.
iiaematojcylin and £osln. X 120
T T - m . * !
Control embryo lung ijq>lant showing dilatation of a bronohus due to retained seeretion.
1#.
fiaiT# 51.
Haemmtoxylia and Bo aim. X 480
4
m
Part of Figure 50 wilarged to show detail of ciliated ooluanar epithelium of bronehue. This demonstrates the retention of normal struoture in these implants.
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Figure 52,
HaenatozyliB and Soein* X 48
Control etoaeeh implant showing both types of gaatrie ■uoosa. The squamous epithelium of the fore stomaeh and the glandular epithelium of the body of the stomaeh»
190.
Fl^atf 53.
Bmematoxylin and Sosln. X 48
U  >' >rj
k  ^ è^ n? '■
; 'V
Control stomaeh liqxlant. With the passage of 16 weeks the suooessive layers of Keratin desquamated by the growing squamous epithelium have formed a laminated struoture filling and dilating the oyst oavity.
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Flauw 54. 
Hmemmtozyltn and fioain. X 48
finbzyo bladder Implant ahovlng the filling of the eyet oavity with dooqaanated cellular debrie. Aa with other implant# there le no reaction on the part of the boat tieauee.
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Fjguro 55,
Haematoxylin and SoBln. X 120
%
Control embryo implant showing part of prostate gland implanted with a urinary bladder.
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Haematozylln and Eoaln. X 120
i i
Control embryo l^lamt ahowing croes seat ion of seminal veeiele found in aaeociation with a urinary bladder implant.
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H^<W^..57a
Haem&tozylln and Eoiizi. X 120
* ^
i
Control embryo adrenal implant situated in fatty tissue between two ausole bundles of boat. The structure of the gland is well maintained.
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se.
HasBatoxylln and lijoaiii. X 120
hY
Control embryo spleen implanted with stomaeh of whioh the glandular muooea is seen above and the squamous lining below the spleen. Unless oars is taken to remove the spleen it often aooompaniea stomaeh i#q)lants.
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FiPMTB 59, 
Uaematozylin rnd Eoilit. X 48
o V
Control ümbzyo tbyous ii^Iant showing well dirraxwntiatsd gland with normal arohitooturn surrounded by host's musole fibres.
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R g o ü l t a  o f  H e t e r o l p g o m .  m b R y o  T i a s u .  ImwlcmtB»
lu view of the high percentage of auccessful implants 
with embryo tissues of Balb/O strain origin it was decided 
to tost tho possibility that this was due to some 
alteration of the immune mechanism in tMs strain v/Siioh 
prevented the rejection of foreign tissue* iZhis was done 
by making implants with embryos of other strains. In 
one group of 6 mice heterologous embryo implants wore made 
in both hind legs#
In another group of 7 mice Balb/G embryo tissues 
were implanted on one side and heterologous embryo tissue 
in the other. Both experiments were terminated at six 
weeks as it had been previously established that viable 
implants would show evidence of differentiation by this 
time.
ïhe results of these two ©siperiments are 
summarised in Tables 13 and I4.
15«.
Tissue*
Limg
Stomach
Bladder
lo# of Implants 
mad<xc^ue*
3
3
3
3
alone.
Ho. Surviving 
at 6 week»*
milmimi
Table I4*
Combined Implants of EIIXf/GJI Hybrids and Balb/O 
Stmbrvo Tissues. .....
Source ofEm
HybridÜ
ÏÎ
Î
Balb/OÎÏ
!t
tt
Tissues. Ho. of Implants Ho* Siujviving
Skin
bung
Stomach
Bladder
Skin
bung
Stomach
Bladder
i^ le.
2 2 
2 1a
2 
1
at 6 weeks.mi )
m i  ) Left 
Hil ) legs.mi )
2 )2 j Right
1 ) legs,2
Three conclusions can be drawn from these results.
a. Heterologous embryo tissues alone do not sm^ive.
b. Heterologous embryo tissues do not survive in the 
presence of Homologous embryo tissue in the same host.
0. Heterologous embryo tissues do not inhibit the growth 
of Homologous embryo tissues in the same host.
159,
Balb/C liàabxyo Tissue implants in Gonjmiction with
The final form of the implant test method was that 
just described for the growth of control embryo Implants 
with the following additional step.
Just prior to the implantation of the embryo 
tissue it was touched on to the surface of a single 
crystal or a small group of crystals of the hydrocarbon 
to bo tested* Due to the residual surface moisture on 
the embryo tissue tho crystals adhered closely to the 
imi)lant and both could be inserted into tho host leg 
muscle in close aposition to each other.
Tills technique was evolved vfhen it was found 
that much smaller quantities of the hydrocarbon could be 
handled in this way than by trying to pick up crystals 
with fine forceps* By weighing it was estimated that 
the quantity of hydrocarbon used in each implant was 
never in excess of 150 ug* This is a much smaller 
quantity of material than is normally required for most 
accepted test methods.
In the first instance, Jïmbryo Skin, Lung# Stomach 
and Bladder were exposed to each of the test hydrocarbons.
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A fte r tho f i r s t  series o f experiments ce rta in  hydrocarbons 
were implanted in  conjunction w ith  other embryo tissue»* 
117 mice were used in  these implg^it e:q)©rimente. Of th *  
234 im plants thus mad## 38 were# fo r  various reasons# not 
recovered a t the term ination o f the esq^eriments* The 
d is tr ib u tio n  o f tumour incidence fo r  the I 96 successful 
im plants is  shown in  Tables 15 and 16#
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Reaulte.
Under tho conditions of this tost procedure ther# 
io exact correlation between the oaTOinogonio o.ctivity of 
the test series of hydrocarbons and their previously reported 
behaviour*
All tho Imovvn oaroinogena induced tumours in mor# 
than one type of embryo tissu#, the non-*carcinogens did not 
induce any tumours. Thor# wore therefor# no fais# 
positive or false negative results* The previously 
untested 1 2s 6 7 Uibenaopyren# did not induce any tumours.
Positive results were recorded only when a 
histologically recognisable carcinoma or sarcoma was 
present# arising in the embryo implant. It will b# 
remembered that at this time the hydroca3?bons were only 
identifiable by a code number.
In some of the lung implants adenomas were present. 
These were recorded separately and not considered as proof 
of carcinogenic activity by th# substmc# under test.
The distribution of tumours and adenomas in embs^ yo 
implants with regard to exposure to each of the fifteen 
test hydrocarbons is shown in Tabl# 1%.
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MlSLÎZs.
Incidence of teiours in Embryo Implants Exposed 
to H-ytlrocarbona. ,
%drooEirboni
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10 
11 
12
13
14
15
Ho. of Implanta Ho* of Implants Tumour 
made. ______ reoovered._____Inoidence.
10
12
12
11
14
18
12
35
12
34
12
20
10
12
14
0
11
8
11
12
15
11
28
10
30
10
19
6
0
11
1&/6
0/11
5/8
6/11
2/12
0/15
3/8
26/28
0/10
74/30
34/10
9+34/19
2/6
0/8
O/ll
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lîietolp^ t
a. tlalijtmant Tumour»^  The majority of the tumouxs 
were equamoue oaroinomao showing variation© in the degree 
of differentiation. The degree of differentiation did 
not seem to depend on the type of tieeue implanted or the 
hydrocarbon under test. Invasion of surrounding host 
tissue was seen in most eases#
It is of particular interest tîiat this type of 
tumour should arise in lung implants as it is not recorded 
among the spontaneously occurring tumours of lung in mice.
Hbcamination of lung implants exposed to carcinogens # 
which liave not developed tumour© # shows alteration of the 
mucosa of the bronchi in some oases. Tliere is a loss of 
the normal ciliated columnar epithelium which is replaced 
by a simpler type of epithelium of a squamous type.
Althou^ prickle cells were not clearly seen it can 
reasonably be ©aid that the oîxanges resemble those of 
squamous metaplasia as seen in human material*
In lung i%l@nts with squamous carcinomas areas of 
metaplasia of this kind are seen (see Fig. 65) and it would 
soem that this is m  intormediate stage in the development 
of these tumours in the embryo lung tissue*
1€6«
In a small number of oases a spindle cell 
tumour was p^ zesont# either alone or in conjunction with 
a oquamouo carcinoma. This type of tumour may be a 
sarcome, or a veü?y anaplastic carcinoma. It is more 
likely that these are in fact sarcomas hut it lo not 
clear whether they arise solely in the connective 
tissue of the embryo implant or if the host connootive 
tissue is also affected. Tho majority of these 
ear^ oomas oocurrsd where a tumour m a  found at the 
implantation site but little or no survival of the 
normal embryo tissue implsuitecl was seen.
Examples of the tumours induced by the various 
hydrocarbons in the different embryo implants are 
ehown in Figures 60 to 75*
Itî
Fifflire 60,
U&ematozylin and Eoein. X 48
I
$
Qnbryo akin implant showing an invasive squaaouB s&zeinoisa infiltrating the host tissue. Implant esqposed to i#4#9*10 Dibsnaepyzene.
168.
Flgur. 61
Haeaatos^lin and Ecain. X 120
-î-"-■ .
Fart of Figure 60 enlarged to show veil formed epithelial pearls. The oaroinona io arising from the oyst lining whioh is seal at the oentre of the pieture.
169.
Flgur* 62.
Haeaatoigrlin and Eosin. X 120
a* : J
Another field from Figure 60 enlarged to ahov early invasion of the host tissues. In this area tho tumour is loss well differentiated.
170.
ngur. 63,
Haenatozylin and Eosin. X 48
ihibzyo skin implant showing a vary sztansiTwly invading oaxoinoma arising from the epithelium of the oyst. In the mid son* there are many tumour giant cells present.Implant exposed to 1.2 4-5 Dibensopyrene.
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ii».
Haaaatoxylln tnd Boaln. X 49
Ekbzyo lunc Implmnt ehowl%% « #ell differentiated carcinoma arleing from cltarljr identifiable lung tieeue and invading the hoat mueele.Implant erpoeed to 3«4<9«10 ribenmopyreu.
172,
îiMid«to3qrliB and Bîoaln* X 120
m
Part of figure 64 enlarged to ahoe three broDohi. In the oentral one there le equanouB eetaplaaia affecting half the elreupferenee. In the* left hwA uoe there ie ouoh eoouaulated keratin. Thia to be one stage in the levelopaent of equeaous oareinoma in lung inplenta.
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n « u f  66.
Eaematoxylin and Boelm. X 48
I
Embryo lung iiqilant showing the origin of a oareinoma from the wall of a bronehue with local invasion# lormal lung is seen above adjacent to the host leg musele. Implant exposed to 3.4#9#10 Dibenscpyreme.
174.
Figure 67.
Hammatoxylin and Eosin. X 120
Enlargement of part of Figure 66 to ehev the tumour arising from the wall of a bronchus.
175.
TAsÿ&J&t.
Uaematoxylin and Bomln. X 48
fiabxyo stomaoh implant showing a moderately well differentiated squamous oareinoma. Normal epithelial lining of both types is seen at the edges of the tumour. Implant exposed to 1.2 t 5.6 dibensanthraoeme.
176,
Timxx9 69.
IIaemato3QrliB and Sosin. X 120
m i 9
$
bibryo stomach implant choving the presence of a squamous carcinoma with normal glandular mucosa present enclosed by columns of tumour cells.Ii^laat eiqposcd to 1.2*5.6 Dibensanthracene.
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Flgttg. 70.
Uaematoxylin and Eosin. X 120
Embryo stomach implant showing sarly squamous oaroiroma invading the wall of the implant* The junction of squamous and glandular mucosa is el early seen. Implant esqpossd to 3.4*9.10 Dibensopyrene*
178. 
ng«CT 7%,
Haematozylin and Soaln. X 48
fiabzyo bladder implant showing a rather solid adenooaroinoma which invaded widely into the host.Iiqplant exposed to 1.2*5.6 Dibensanthraoene.
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Flawr. 7%,
HaematojgrliB and Eoaim. X 48
y
Embryo bladder implant with a different type of tumour to that of Figure yl. This resembles more a poorly differwtiated squamous oareinoma. It is in this tumour that the stromal changes shown in Figure 62 were seen. Implant exposed to 3*4*9*10 Dibensopyrene.
180.
Haematozylin and Eoaln. X 120
Embryo bladder Implant showing early o&xoinoi arising in the epithelium of the bladder and ivading loeally.Implant ejqposed to 3.4:9.10 Dibenaopyreme.
lai.
Flgur. 74,
Uaematoxylin and Eoaln, X 48
ÛBbxyo kidnay implant showing failure of survival of parenchyma but a rather anaplastic tumour developed from the ureteric pelvis is present and invading widely. The ureter ie easily identified in cross section.Implant exposed to 3.4*9.10 Dibensopyrene.
182.
Flgur» 75
Uaematozylin and Eoaln. X 120
»
m
Enlergament of part of Figure 74 showing poorly differentiated nature of the tumour and part of the ureter in which the muocea appears hyperplastic.
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b, Pulmonary Menomas, Some of the limg Implante 
ohov/ed the preoenoe of adenomas of the type which occur 
spontaneously in adult mice* Both the solid and the 
papillary type of stmotur# v/ere seen* Figs, 76 and 77* 
Their appearance not being significantly altered by the 
confining intramuscular site* as will be seen by 
comparing these illustrations with 2?igures 32 to 36# 
Adenomas occurred both as the only lesion in a 
lung implant and in conjunction with a squamous caroinoma< 
Because of their known spontaneous incidence in mice 
they were recorded separately#
It is of some interest that they should have 
arisen in lung tissue only six months old, as Shimkin 
(1955) states tîiat they are not recorded in mice under 
a year old* In mice over that age he gives the 
incidence as between 10;^  and 3Q?î, multiple lesions boing 
infrequent*
That these tumours should have occurred in 
substantial numbers in the implantation experiment and 
also with injection of hydrocarbons in algenate suggests 
tliat they are related to the exposure of lung tissue 
to the action of the hydrocarbons#
1 6 4 -
However in neither set of experiments has their 
occurrence been included as positive evidence of 
oarcinogenio activity#
The distribution of adenomas in relation to the 
incidence of other tumours in Xmig implants is show in 
Table 18.
o. PapillQinas... M  occasional squamous papilloma 
was seen in some of the stomach implants. Fig. 78,
In some instances this seems to have been a preliminary 
stage in the foasnation of a squamous carcinoma# Fig. 79#
^ stromal degenerative lesion was 
seen in some of the stomach and bladder implants 
(Figs. 8O-02) which was not at first related to any other 
feature. It v/as then noticed that two bladder implants 
with well differentiated squamous oaroinomas showed a 
similar appearanoo in small areas elsewhere in the implant# 
It would seem therefore tho,t this may be a pre*malignant 
change although the exact nature of the lesion is not 
clear#
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f i M T *  76. 
H&#matoxylln and Eoein# X 48.
Lang embryo implant in irtiioh a aolid type of adenoma baa developed after ezposuxe to 1.2*3.4 Dibenaanthraoene.Compare with Figure# 32 and 34 (page# 111 and 113).
166.
T i n t m  77. 
Haematozylln and Eoaln. X 120
'V
Lung implant showing a papillary type of adenoma after ejqposure to 1.2:3.4 Diheni- anthraeene. Compare with Figure 35 (pa«. 114).
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riwuf 76, 
Hm#mato]qrlln and Eoaln. X 48
Embryo stomaeh implant with a oquamoas papilloma arising from the for# stomaoh. Normal squamoas epithelium is present at the lower edge of the lesion.Implant erposed to 3.4*9*10 Dibensopyrene. This implant also had a oonplotely separate squamous oareinoma present.See iigure 70.
189.
UBSfiaJSà. 
Haematoxylln and Eoaln. X 48
This is a aimilar laslon to that in Figure 78 but in this case there has been further progression to form a frankly invasive squamous oareinoma as can be seem at the top of the picture. This implant was exposed to 3.4 Beniopyrene.
190.
Flitur. 80,
Haenatosi^ lin and Eoaln. X 48
m .
Alteration in the aquaaoua epithelium of a stomach implant exposed to 1.2*5.6 Dibena- anthracene. This appearance affected the whole of the fore stomach. Similar changes were seen in some implants whieh had developed a squamous carcinoma.
191.
figure 81.
Hmematokylln wid Eosin. X 120
An enlarged view of part of the same epeoiaen as Figure 60 showing that the appearanoe seems to be due to an alteration of the supporting stroma rather than in the squamous epithelium itself.
192.
Ftgar. 82.
and Eomln# X 120
<v
Two separate field# are ahown from an embryo bladder implant erpe:;ad to 3,4*9*10 Dlberizopyreno. The appearaneofl are aimilar to those seen in Figs. 60 and 81.
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Site of Action of Xmplmited Care
Where a sqtiamoao carcinoma developed in these 
experiments there can bo no doubt that the tissue from 
which the tomour arose was that of the embryo tissue 
implant* In the case of the anaplastic tmdifferentiated 
tumours there was the possibility that some at least 
were sarcomas arising from the host’s connective 
tissue*
In order to test this hypothesis^  hydrocarbon 
crystals alone were implanted into a number of host 
animals*
The substances used were 3 4? 9 10 Dibensopyrene 
(Ho*6) which had shovm itself to be the most potent 
carcinogen under the conditions of this experimental 
procedure and 1 2s 7 B Dibensanthraoene (Ho# 13) which 
was weakly caroinogenio#
hater a non carcinogen 1 2s 4 5* 8 9 Tribensiopyrene 
(Ho# 15) vvas also implanted by itself for control 
purposes* Table 19 shows the results of these implants*
194.
livdrocarbon Ho.
Table I9.
Ho. of Implante. Ho. of Tumour6.
8
13
15
6
6
6
6
m i
M l
These results show tîiat a potent oaroinogen 
implanted for 16 weeks can induce a sarcoma in the 
host animal* Fig. 83* The weak carcinogen and the 
non**caroinogen both stimulated a foreign body giant 
cell reaction which in the case of %drocarbon 15 was 
particularly marked* Fig. 84*
Tho presence of embryo tissue is therefore an 
essential part of the test procedure as without it a 
false negative result was obtained with hydrocarbon
Ho. 13.
195.
yigur# 83
HAenatoxylin and Bosin. X 120.
Site of implantation of crystale of 3.4:9.10 Dibensopyrene elone.An anaplactie eerooma is seen invading the host Bweole.
196.
Figure 64.
Haemmtoxylln and Eoaiji. X 120,
* > v - .
Site of implantation of 0]%ratala of 1.2;4»5:8.9 Tribensopyrene•There ie a foreign body giant oell reaction at the Implant site.
iST.
GOHÜIi'OSÎOM
This ËitandeàNilsed impXajfitation tsclmiqus fulfils 
the postulate proposed for a thsorstioslly Ideal test 
proooctee given on pages 29 and 30 wldoh may he summarised 
as follow© •
a. A simple proeedure easily performed and easily 
reduplicated#
b# A short latent period - 16 weeks.
0. Adaptability to several types of tissue#
d, B'reodom of animals from spontaneous tumours#
e. Small quantity of test material required - lee#
them 150 ug# (in this context it should be noted 
tliat the test material is used pure and there Is 
no solvent or other #vehlole* involved whose 
action on the tissue» must elso be considered).
The use of this method for the blind testing of the
fifteen Hydrocarbons gave results wMoh correlated exactly 
with their known behaviour as carcinogens with no false 
positive or false negative results.
Thu© the first objective of tliis study was achieved# 
A new short term method of testing for carcinogenicity 
having boen evolved from the consideration of the factor»
193.
influencing the results obtained by currently accepted 
methods.
An account of the method and the results obtained 
v/ao presented at the 8th. Intomationel Cancer Congress 
in Moscow in duly of 1962 and subsequently published in 
the British Journal of Cancer. (.Peacock, 1962).
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AnDlications of the Brabryo Implant Technlau##
Arising out of the ©uooessful oompXotion of tho first 
part of this study were a number of problems requiring 
further experJ.mental investigation*
In broad outline these wers « 
a* Could a quantitative asewement be made of 
the amount of a given carcinogen required 
to induo# a tumour* 
b* Inhere a substance had given equivocal evidence 
of oaroinogenio EOtion, could more positive 
results b# obtained by this method* 
c* Some oaroinagens have & long latent period* 
nrlght this method shorten the time required 
to produce similar results* 
d* Because some sixbstancee only aooumulate
slowly in the body there is a long time interval 
till toxicity affect a are Wilt up, Tlie constant 
exposure of this method might demonstrates 
toxio sffoots sooner than other toohuiquos, 
e. Is one particular tissu# more oonsitivo than 
on:/ other in roacting to oaroiuogenio offeots. 
â soriee of experiments were designed to to
200*
mimov those questions and in addition some st3?ai^ tfo3?w«a?d 
toxioity tests were cevrried out on various aitbstanoos for 
some of izqr colleagues to supplement experimental work in 
whioh they wore engaged and on other carcinogenic agents 
not related to the Hydrocarbon series*
201.
Oumititatiyo Study of the iSffoot of a Imoma Qaroinogen#
Having Bhown that very emall^  quantities of a -r.,-, 4‘rr/i
oaroinogon oouXd induce tumour© (by direct weigliing metWda* 
a quantitative study was undertaken aa th# logical 
extension of this observation*
3*4 Bongopyrene, Hydrocarbon Bo* 3 of the teat 
series* was chosen as it liad given evidence of caroinogenio 
offset in most types of embryo implant*
The procedure was aa follows #
a. A small piece of aluminiusi foil was weighed and 
then re-"weighed with a small crystal of the 
Hydrocarbon* The Hydrocarbon was handled on the 
foil till the time of implantation* The amounts 
used ware deliberately varied and all were larger 
than previously used to increase ease and accuracy 
of measurement»*
b. An embryo implm%t was made incorporating the 
weighed amount of Hydrocarbon# Only lung tissue 
was used a?id six implants were ifiade each into a 
different mouse*
c# The empty foil was then placed in a measured 
amount of acetone and the instruments rinsed in
the same acetone to reoovor any traces of 
hydrocarbon prosent* 
do The amount of if any in the acetone
v/ae estimated using a recording spectrophotometer*
In one case only v m  a very small trao# measured* 
e* After 16 weeks the animals were killed and a 
small fragment of the tumour present was taken 
for histology in order to confirm the action of 
the carcinogen# 
f# At post mortem it was noted that in four oases 
the crystals were still present and fluorescent*
Those were labelled and placed in individual 
containers*
g# The leg used for the test was amputated and slcin 
and foot removed* The remaining tissue was 
emulsified and extracted with henaenc# 
h* The amoimt of hydrocarbon reiiiaining in the leg
tissuGs was estimated as in (d) using the recording 
spectrophotometer and where applicable the amount 
of the residual crystal was also determined separately, 
i* The difference between final figure of recovered 
liydrooarbon and that originally implanted was
2 0 3 .
heM to be the mxlmm amount wkWh oouM Imve been 
metabolized in  the prooeao of inducing each 
particular tumour* Seo Table 20*
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The procedure fo r  a q u a lita tiv e  approach was thus 
successfu lly established and the previous conclusion 
th a t very sm all q u a n titie s  o f m ateria l v/er# s u ffic ie n t 
to  induce tumours confirmed*
There is  no evidence th a t the to ta l unreoovered 
amounts were in  fa c t necessary to  induce these tumours, 
â titr a t io n  type o f experiment would he necessary in  
order to  determ ins a lower lir a it  fo r  the amount which 
could be oarcinogenio imder these circumstances*
This would he qu ite  an extensive study and a t 
the present tim e has not been undertaken*
I t  is  probable th a t the major p a rt o f the 
carcinogen was absorbed by the host and excreted 
unaltered o r as a m etabolite*
This p ro b a b ility  would need to  be taken in to  
account in  designing fu rth e r experiments o f a 
q u a n tita tive  nature#
206*
3M)3^q im planta w ith  *'Im feron". 
ïm feron is  an iro n  preparation fo r  in tra m s o u la r 
in je o tio n  used in  the treatm ent o f iro n  d e fic ie n cy  anaemia* 
I t  was reported by Hichmond (1957) and Haddow & Homing 
(I960) th a t th is  substance could induce sarcomas in  
experim ental animals* The tumours arose a t the 
subcutaneous s ite  o f in je c tio n *
l^ien the embryo im plant method was presented a t the 
Cancer Congress in  Moscow one o f the questions asked was 
i f  embryo im plants had boon exposed to  Im feron* At th a t 
tim e th is  had not been done, but subsequently i t  was fe lt  
th a t i t  would be o f in te re s t to  mal^ e such a eories o f 
im plants*
As Im foron is  a liq u id  the embryo tissues wore 
immersed in  the f lu id  before im p lan ta tion  so tha,t there was 
a close contact between the tissu e  and the to s t matoa^ial 
and fa ir ly  h igh dose leve ls fo r  the size o f tissu e  ensured* 
A ltogether 43 im plants o f various ombr&>'0 tissue® 
wore mad© the d is trib u tio n  o f which is  shown in  Table 21* 
The colum i headed "Lesions present" re fe rs  to  any 
v a ria tio n  in  m icroscopic fin d in g s  from tho norm al, as
207.
judged by comparison iv ith  the co n tro l series o f im plants* 
A s ira ila r heading is  used in  la te r  tables#
abl# 21*
Tissue Im p l^ ts
made*
Im plants
Eecovered.
Lesion#
found.
T ota le ,
akin 10 6 m i 0/6
Lung 11 9 5A 5 V 9
Storaaeh 11 10 1 i/ll
Bladder 9 7 m i 0/7
Kidney T 5 m i 0/5
A *  adenoma#
/tX.The p rin c ip le  m iorosoopio fin d in g s  were as fo llow s»' 
a# A high incidence o f adenomas in  the lung im plants* 
These were s im ila r in  appearance to  the s o lid  adenomas 
recorded in  previous experim ents.
b# A s in g le  stormoh im plant showed strom al changes o f
the type th a t were described on page I 84.
c . A ll the tissues examined showed macrophages ladmn
206,
with pigment around the implantation site# In some of
these the eonoentration was considerable* 2ï3ven when
the embryo tissue had failed to survive the site could 
be identified by these pigment laden celle#
d. Several kidney implants were made to see if tiiie 
tissue could survive* Ixi three oases theto was 
recognisable parenoiiymal tissue present after 16 weeks# 
(Fig* 85)# This was rather surprising es previous 
attempts at implanting whole kidneys /bnl^ showed evidence 
that the ureteric epithelium could survive* 
e* Skin^whioh normally gives a satisfactory implant, 
showed a very poor survival rate in conjunction with 
Imforon*
Conclusions*
A liigh incidence of pulmonary adenomas is recorded 
and a poor survival rate for most of the tissues compared 
with controls I this is most marked in the case of tho skin#
These fiïidings seem to indicate a degree of toxicity 
on the part of Xmferon towards the embryo implants.
Other than the possibly acceptable lung adenomas no 
evidence of turaour induction is seen* This may be 
explained by the great disparity in dosage between tMs
©orles of exporiment© and those of I-tioîvGond & Haddow 
suggesting that the level of Iniferon which needs to be 
reaohecl before a lesion occurs may in fact bo fairly
210.
Flwr. OS.
HAema.toxylin and Rosin, X 120
fiubx^ o kidney im%plmnted after expo sure to Imferom. There is & recognisable oortieal area present with well formed glomeruli.The large epaoee in the implant are preeumahly due to dilatation of tubule# or part# of the ureteric pelvie.
2ÏU
There are aubstances whioh are oaroinogenio but whioh 
arequire many applioatione over a period of time to produce their 
effects. This may he due to the interaction of three factor#.
a. The substance may he either rapidly metaholiaed or 
slowly aheorhscl. The interplay of these two means that it 
talces a long time for a toxic level to he reached and then 
maintained in the body.
h. The third factor is the latent period of 
induction of a given tissue onoe it is exposed to a toxic 
dose level of a givmi carcinogen.
Acetyl-iiinino-'Fluorine (A.A.F.) a ohemioal with the 
graphic foa^mla
NH CO C H-
was found to be a very satisfactory pesticide and in the 
course of routine toxicity tests Wilson, BeHis & Cox (194I) 
found that it was also a potent carcinogen* The experiments 
involved feeding large quantities daily mixed in the diet 
of the experimental animals*
All subsequent reports of tumour induction by A.A.F* 
have made use of high dosage, frequently repeated* Thi#
2X2é
has probably been neoossary due to the fairly rapid rat# 
of metabolism of A*A*F^  by the body*
Ab the implant method ensures localisation of the 
target tissue and tho test substance in close contact 
it was felt that Maguato ex^ positre to A*A*F* might be 
obtained over a shorter period of time tiian previously 
recorded* 3?urther it was possible that the rate of 
metabolism in this site might be reduced so that tha 
single do 30 grlven at the t:lme of implantation might 
exert its action over a number of weeks.
în all 56 implants were made, their distribution 
being Bhovm in Table 22*
Tissu# Implants Implants Lesion Totals* mad#* recovered* present*
Skin 13 13 Hil 0/13
Lung 13 12 5A 5V 12
Stomach 15 14 mi 0/14
Small
Intestin# 3 3 Mil 0/3
Bladder 12 11 Mil O/Xl
A « adenoma
*ÿl*j,a.t*T4rfr 1
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pulmonàüy implant adenomas war# of the eame 
type a# previously recorded. They were all smaller than 
in any of the other Implant esgierimenta euggeeting perhape 
a lower level of stimulation of the embxyo tissue by A.A.F. 
than was obtained by other substances under test.
All types of embryo tissue showed a normal pattern 
of growth and no other miorosoopic abnormalities were seen. 
Conclusion.
Tills substance wiiich is known to be rapidly 
metabolised and to require a dose level to produce 
its effect failed to create any significant changes in the 
embryo tissues under the conditions of this experiment.
From this one would conclude that implantation of 
a similar substance with embryo tissue is not capable of 
producing a sufficient degree of stimulus as a result 
of a single ea^osure*
214.
aabgro Implanta nith Pmthane.
It was shown by Mettleship & Henshaw in 194 3 that the 
offspring of prognant mloe, injected near term with 
urethane, had a high inoidence of Leukaemia and pulmonary 
tumours* These conditions only manifest themselves in the 
adult life of the mice affected in utero, so there was an 
interval of up to two years before these results were 
obtained*
This group of implants was made to see if the influence 
of urethane injection» on foetal tissue in utero could be 
demonstrated in a shorter period of time* The procedure 
adopted was as follows* Pregnant Balb/C mice were injected 
intraperitoneally with 0*2 ml, of a 1*0;4 solution of 
urethane* The injeotlona were made within 40 hours of 
death and were sometimes single, sometimes multiple.
At the chosen time interval after injection the mothers 
were killed and the foetuses removed for dissection in the 
usual way,*. Only lung tissue was talcon for implantation 
and the implants were made without any further treatment* 
After 16 weeks the host animals wore killed and the 
implants examined microscopically. The time intervale
for the Injections of the pregnant females were as
2 1 5 .
followe •
a. 40 hours and 24 hoiuzs before death.
b. 24 hours before death.
0* 24 hours and 6 hours before death#
The results of the implants made from the embryos of
these groups of treated females are shown in Table 23.I
Table 23.
Babryo lung ig^lants exposed to urethane 
in utero. _ _ __
Injection Implants Implanta Lesions Totals*
Times* mad#* Heooversd* Present.
g  S T  W  U  5 5/la
34 hours* 8 7 Mil 0 /7
24 hours and 
6 hours* 14 13 8 8/13
Histology.
Three main features were present in these embiyo 
lung :unplanta.
a* A diffuse but heavy infiltration of the implant by 
cells wiiioh Iiave the appearance of small lymphocytes. 
Sometimes this is a focal infiltration leaving zones of 
normal alveolar lung tissue. Figure 86 illustrate©
216»
this typ# of lesion*
b* Often quite large amounts of thymio tissu# were seen 
in association with these implants* Fig* 87* The thymus 
in these cases having been accidentally implanted \yith the 
embryo lung* This had been noted in other experiments 
but only in this series Imw such large tmomts of tissus 
been seen, whioh suggests it may bs under ths stimulus of 
tho urethane* This tissue may be the source of the cells 
infiltrating the lung implants, though no direct 
correlation could be established*
0. A compact mass of pale staining rather poorly 
differentiated colls forming a diatinot nodule* The 
precise origin of these cells has been difficult to 
determine* They resemble in many ways smooth muscl# 
fibres and it may be that they are of origin from ths
smooth musole of the bronchi* This appears to be a
benign lesion* It has not been observed in any other type 
of implant experiment* The appearances are illustrated 
in Fig* 88 and Fig* 89*
Conclusion*
It would seem from a study of Tabl# 23 that more than
one injection needs to b# given to the mother before any
217.
lesion is seen in the auboequent embryo tissue implant.
The esmot timing of these injections appears to be immaterial< 
âa all the implanté survived equally well in each 
group, failure of survival does not account for the lack 
of lesions occurring in those only exposed to one maternal 
injection.
With regard to the type of changes taking place in the 
implanta these seem to be benign in so far as they do not 
affect the host. However, as they are oiaaracterietic 
only of embryo lung exposed to urethane it seems 
reasonable to suppose that they are early evidence of 
potential later changes of the type first described by 
Battleship et al. The object of demonstrating evidence 
of tliis change in a shorter period than the normal life 
span of the affected foetus is held to Irnve been 
successful.
218. 
Fl«>r* 86. 
Ha#mato%ylim and Boain. X 48
Iflq^ laatad lung eiqpoaed to Urathaaa ahowiag an area of diffusa round oall infiltration*
Haamatoxylin and Boain. X 120
à
Higher power vie* of another lung ahowing the focal type of round oell infiltration,
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Figure 87
Haenatozylin and Eoain. X 46
Embryo th^mia implant âxpoaad to Urethane.The great inoreaae in size due to hypezplaaia ia seen when oompi red with Fig. 59, page 156, i^ch ia at the same magnificatioB.
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1‘iiour* 06.
Haem&toxylin and Eoain. X 48.
m
•1*
Lung implant @]q>08ed to urethane showing an associated nodule of smooth muscle origin.The continuity with the lung tissue is clearly seen.
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T i M r % 69
Haemat03Qfli2i and Eoain. X 120
An enlarged view of part of figure 88 showing the structure of the smooth ausole nodule# There is clear evidence of continuity with the embryo lung#
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IMbis^o Implanta id.th laoniagid*
In 1957 i t  was reported th a t Imrge dosea o f iao n la z id  
( ï ï iî )  im jeqted in tra p e rito n e a lly  indiioed hm^ tumoaro in  
zaioe^ duhasa, Balo & Kendrej, 1997* As tM s  ©uhstanoe 
is  a well established drug in  the treatm ent o f tubereuXoeis 
the re p o rt was o f oonsiderable s ig n ifica n ce . Reports 
from other workers soon confirmed these fin d in g s  f 2%>rl# 
Xasnnot % tsim oto I960 and B ia n o liifio ri 1961*
JM>ryo lung can be influenced in utero by a carcinogen 
as we know from the experiments of injecting urethane into 
pregnant mice.
It seemed reasonable as ÎRH had been shown to be 
a carcinogen for the adult mouse lung that it might also 
affect embryo lung tissue in utero*
fo test tliie hypothesis a number of pregnant Balb/C 
mice were injected with a solution of Mi. A similar 
concentration to that used by Juhasa* et al was employed.
100 m^%, of body weight* It should be noted that the 
therapeutic dose in man is of the order of 3*8 m^%# body 
weight. This solution proved to be very toxic given 
intraperitoneally* 0.5 ml. causing abortion in many 
mothers within 6 to 8 hours. It was finally established
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that 0*2 ml* was the maximum dose whioh could he giv#i 
in 24 hours without qausing abortion*
3Tor comparative purposes the same injection 
schedules were used as in the urethane experiments 
described in the preceding section* The numbers of 
implants made from each group of maternal injections 
is shown in fable 24*
mbrm im g i mplmts^emosM M
Injection
times.
Implants 
made*.___
ImplantsRecovered.
Lesions
Present.
00 tala
4S hours and 
24 hours* 28 26 W A 1+4A/26
24 hours* 28 25 4+iA 4+1V 26
24 hours and 
6 hours. 22 22 3+3A 3+3A/22
A adenoma
fMs table shows tlmt there is a good survive rate 
in all the group of implants. In contrast to the 
urethane series a single matenWL injection produced 
Mstologioal changes*
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agtoloCT...
a* As in the csso of soma other substances tested a 
number of adenomas of lung occurred. One of these showed 
an unusual appearance growing into the lumen of a small 
bronchus in a polypoidal manner, (Fig, 90)* 
b* In two implants from the single injection group 
there were areas of intra broncMel kératinisation 
oharacteristie of s#amous metaplasia, (Figs. 91 and 92). 
0. Modules of smooth muscle origin of the type first 
seen in the urethane series ooourred in all three 
injection groups. Altogether there wore six of these 
nodules* Bpeoially stained sections confirmed their 
origin from smooth muaole*
The fact that they were not seen alone in the 
host tissues but always in close association with embryo 
lung strongly suggests a foetal origin and not an origin 
from the host. (Figs, 93 and 94)* 
d* î&ny of the implants showed marked alveolar 
dilatation as their only microscopic abnormality* This 
was due mainly to the retention of secretion. In some 
oases active secretion by the lining cells could be seen 
(figs. 95I 96 and 97).
From the esiperienoe of examljiing over 800 irdpXante 
of various tissues it ûmi be stated timt this type of 
appearance had not previously been reoorded. A definite 
inoreaee in the secretory activity of these lung implants 
had occurred*
e* Rlgment laden roaorophages were present in many of 
the implants. Tliie pilent was shown by special 
stains to be a lipofuscin,
Gonolueion*
A definite effect on the subsequent growth 
pattern of embryo lung implmits is evident as a result 
of injecting the pregnant mouse with ÏHH.
The principle feature common to the changes 
observed was a stimulus of growth or activity by a 
particular cell type* It is of interest that this type 
of reaction was seen only in the two tseries of o:^eriments 
where eaqpoeure of the foetal tissues occurred in utero*
The tissues were at least five or six days younger at 
the time of sa^osurs by tliis method than if is^lanted 
in conjunction with a test substance* This difference 
in tissue may have been the deciding factor in this 
group of implants*
2 2 6 ,
Mo malignant loslono were seen but the difference 
in dose levels of exposure by this method and that of 
Juhas3 et al was oonsiderable.
It is felt that tiiis experiment approximated 
more nearly to the levels given therapeutically in man.
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P lfrure 90
Haeinatosylin and Eosln. X 120
Embryo lung implant exposed to iaoniazid showing an atypical adenoma. The adenoma has grown into the luimen of a bronchus giving a polypoidal appearancei
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f ig u ra
Haematoxylin and Eosln» X 120
Exabryo Lung Implante exposed to iaoniazid showing squamous metaplasia in a email bronchua.
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Figura 92
Haematoxylin and Eosin. X 120
> ^  •* I
i *
-, /
Embz:;/o lung implant after exposure to iaoniazid* Squ&moua metaplasia is seen in a bronchus. Comparewith preoeeding illustrâttion and figure 64# page
172*
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n a u *  93
Haematoxylin and Eoein. X 48
• * .. j  ....-X jTv-xfl;- - ■••. • ..',• - • - ''T'. ^  ■ S'*y
i . ::p- /^ ' f"À
Lung implant exposed to ieoniasid ebowing a smooth muacle tumour aimileo: to that shown in figure 88#
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Fixture 9\
liaeoatoxylin and Eoain* X 120
• * . • • ''t .
An enlarged view ol part of figure 93 showing the arrangement of smooth muscle fibres. Compare with figure 89, page 221.
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Ttgtt». 95. 
HMMtoiyllB rad Bosiii. X 46
• ' ' ok ' nT'4
Enbzyo lung implant azpoaad to ieoniamld.There i# very ohvioue dilatation of aahj of the alveoli whioh contain eoainophilie material. Focal round cell infiltration ie also eotti.
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rigQxt 
Haematoxylin and Eoain. X 48
È
' r 14
W v . ^ '
JV : ,
Embryo lung implant oxpoaad to iaoniazid. Soma alvaoli are dilated but the atriking feature in thia o&ae la dilatation of terminal bronchi*
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Flgur. 97
Haematoxylin and Eoain# X 48
Dilated alveoli in lung implant treated with iaoniazid showing aotive eeoretion by the lining oella.
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The nitrosamines are a group of eubstsnoes whieh 
have been reported to be highly to3d.o under experimental 
eonditione* Tumours of various sites have been 
induoed in mice inoXuding lung and liver* Brul^ rey 1962* 
There is also ovidenoe to suggest that where they 
are used in certain industrial prooesses the operatives 
handling thorn are at risk* A significant association 
between exposure to those ehemioala and pulmonary 
tumours appears to exist* Drukrey personal communication< 
The nitrosamines are oily volatile liquids*
Several samples of them were obtained from Professor 
Drukrey after the 8th* International dancer Congress in 
1962*
A high incidence of pulmonary tumours had been 
obtained with IÎ* nitroso Dietliylamine.
C H3  C
C H3  C
N— N— O
This member of the group was used for the following 
toxicity studies on embryo tissue implants*
Because of the volatile nature of the substance
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special précautions were taken in carrying out the implant 
procedure*
a* Both operator and aseiatant wore rubber gloves whioh 
were disposed of after each implanting session fand 
s^urgioai- masks with a cellophane insert, 
b, A perspex hood with an esdiaust fan in the outlet 
vent was installed over the operating table# This 
sllov/ed all the escaped vapour to be extracted along the 
duct to the outside atmosphere*
e# The tissues for implantation were placed around the 
periphery of a wide diameter petri dish. At the centre 
of the dish was placed a small watch glass# The 
nitrosamine was put in the watch glass and the petri 
dish covered* This exposed the tissues to a concentrated 
vapour of nltrosamine without direct contact with the 
liquid*
Es^osura was for 10 minutes before implantation 
and 0*5 ml. of nitrosamine was used# 
d# Earlier implants were made using tissues dipped into 
the nitroGamine but these were found to undergo rapid 
necrosis and within #  hours were no longer viable.
The distribution of embryo implants made after
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exposure to the vapour of mitrosm&no io given in Table 
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Ml â J â -
Results of .Embryo Tissue Implants exposed toÆtesMas-ïâEsmSi
Tissue Iq, of Ho* of Moorosi© Ifypo^ l^asia
Implanted* Implants Implants Present* Present*
înade* Eeoovared*
Sktn 12 10 1 3
Lung 24 19 7 1
Stoaaoh 13 10 4 2
BlaMe» 10 8 1 3
asMÊSt-
Varying degrees of necrosis were noted in these 
implants* In some oases there was a nearly normal tissue 
mass presentgin others small islands of viable oells were 
seen eurroimded by neorosed tissue*
Damage did not extend to the host tissues but 
where there was massive necrosis of the implant a ohronio 
inflammatory reaction was sometimes seen around the embryo 
tissue*
a. Dung was the most sensitive tissue with an incidence
of neerosia twice that of any other* Only a few 
Implmito recovered ware in a generally good state of 
preaervation and evidenoe of normal function auoh aa 
muoua secretion was not fctmd^  Fig* gS* 
b* The glandular part of the etomaoh showed a 
aomewlmt aimilar eenaitivity to that of the lung.
Quite wide sonea of aeoroais separated area© of viable 
muooea* Fig. 99*
0. The nioBt etriking feature where there wan good 
survival of embryo tiasuas was in aqmmous epithelium* 
Alteration of the pattern of kératinisation was seen 
both in sidln and the sqimaoua part of the etomaoh.
The osll© of all levels remained nucleated and there 
vmre prominent kerato4iyallne granules. The thldmess 
of fehe epithelium \mn pA&o incr#80d in a number of 
areas. Figs. 100 and 101.
The marked degree of toxicity of H* nitroeo 
biethylamine fos? more than one type of tissue was 
confirmed.
The sensitivity of this method of toxicity testing 
was underlined by the method of exposure to th#
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nitrosataiïie# There was no physical contact between 
the tiesttes and the nitrcseuaine except as a concentrated 
vapour in a confined atmosphere for a meaeureâ time 
before Impl.ajitation,
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Flgur» 98.
Haaaato3^1iB and Boain. X 120
♦ • I *£*
Embryo Itmg implant exposed to nitroBamine. Muoh of the tiesue ie neoxosed and only email groupe of celle seem to be viable*
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rirar* 99.
Haematoxylin and Eoain. X 120
Embryo stomaoh iiq>lant exposed to nitroaamine. Glandular muooea showing marked necrosis with only the bases of the glands appearing to be viable.
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Fl<n»r* 100,
Haenatoa^lin and fioain* X 120
Embryo stomaoh implant exposed to nitrosamine. Squamous epithelium showing alteration of kératinisation pattern and neorosie*
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Flaur* 101.
HaenatosQrliB and Bosia. X 120
Embryo akin implant axpoaad to nitroaamine. Marked alteration in the kératinisation pattern is seen and only some of the tissue romaine viable.
2 4 4 .
Bûbrvo iBiplaaxfcs with Tobacco leaf derivative©♦ 
âe part of a general study' of the aeeociation o£ 
tobacco with the development of oarsinoma my oolleagu#
Dr# Fell \m0 studying Indian Tobacco leaf* This leaf 
ie usually used for ohering rather than smoking and ie 
made up into a *wad^  containing a number of conetltuento 
\7hioh give© an alkaline solution when masticated* In 
an attempt to simulate this# an alkaline aqueous extract 
was prepared whioh gave a brown amorphous residua on 
evaporation* This extract was free of îcnown carcinogens 
of the polyoyclio aromatic l^ ydrooarbon type*
Toxicity tests using the implant method wore mad# 
using this tobacco extract*
Borne implants were also made using tobacco extract
alone*
The distribution of these implants is shown in 
Table 26*
It is of interest to note tMt witMn a few minutes 
of the implantation of tobacco on one side, the host 
mouse beoaiue deeply unconscious quite unlike the normal 
state of anaesthesia* The respiratory rate dropped and 
long periods of apnoea occurred with intervening episodes
2 4 5 .
of Oheyne«*StokQ0 type of respiration. If the second side 
was implanted also the host failed to regain eoneeiousness 
and died in about 15 minutes. This was possibly due to a 
high nicotine content in the tobacco as the symptoms closely 
resembled those of nicotine poisoning. In practice it 
was found possible to use each host for only one implant 
in which case oonsoiousneas was regained in about 10 
minutes instead of the usual 3 to 4 minutes.
Tissu*.
3kin
Lung
Btoiiiaoh
Bladder
Tobacco
alone*
Table 26.
Babryo Implants with Tobacco Extracts
Implants 
mad*.
21
16
Implants
Recovers
3
17 
16
15 13
Lesion* 
0
1+4A 
1 
1
0
Total. 
0/3
1+4A/1 7  
1/16 
1/5
0/13
m wm  it'i'i,iiiiy
2#,
Ilistolo^ é
a# V&ere tofeacoo alone had been implanted the e ite  was 
eaeilÿ- id en tified  golden htom  pigment f3?ee in  the tlaaues 
and also in  maomphage# Fig* 102. lo  lésions of an^ r other 
kind than a mild inflammatory reaotion were seen in  th is  
gronp.
b# à few of the Inng implants showed the presence of 
adenomas# of the type seen in  other experiments# with no 
dietingaishing featnres*
c* Ono limg implant had a hyalinized area present in  
a bronchus sim ilar to others seen with squêmous metaplasia. 
Fig. 103* In  th is  case no transition  gone from 
glandular to squamous epithelium was seen in  a bronchus, 
d* One bladder implant liad a very marked papilloma 
present* A oimnge in  the bladder epithelium which had 
not been seen in  any other experiment* Fig* IO4* 
fh is  appears to be a béïiign lesion.
e. One stomach implant showed a degenerative condition 
affecting only the glandular mucosa# IM s  is  iîi contrast 
to the changes in  the squamous epithelium described on 
page 184* le a rly  a ll the cells  appear to be in  a 
degenerative state with the exception of a few of the
247*
pariétal cells. FigS:. 105 and 106#
OonoluaioB#
An imîsediate toxic effect on the host was seen at 
the time of operation# With regard to the implanted 
embryo tissue there has been a selective toxic effect on 
the skin which is the only tissue showing a poor suajvival 
for the period of the experiment. Tlnzee isolated 
implants each of a different tissue showed distinct 
abnormalities which could be attributed to the ezcposur# 
to tobacco extract# As in other experiments a number 
of adenomas of lung were observed.
%es8 findings point to the presence of © toxic 
element in this fraction of the tobacco but no positive 
proof of a carcinogenic effect was seen#
Further investigation to determine the nature of the 
toxic substance or substances would require a detailed 
analysis of the composition of tirls possibly complex 
aqueous extract followed by separate toxicity teats for 
each component*
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flgitr. 102.
Uadoatojqyliu and Soain* X 480
Pimpant ladan oalls from tha alia of implantation of tobaoeo alone#
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Figura 103,
Haematomylin and Boain. X 120
■ ^ îp i
Embryo lung implant axposad to tobacco extract, üyalina material is praaant, an appearance praTioualy aeen in aaaociation with aquamoua metaplasia in the bronchi. Compare with Fig. 65, page 172 and figa. 91# 92# pagea 228 and 229*
2)0,
Flgwr. 104.
Haematoxylin and Eoain. X 48
\\
Ekbzyo Bladder Implant espoaed to Tobaoeo Bztraot ahowixig a papilloBatoua lésion of the bladder wall.
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n m x 9  105.
HawBatoagrliB and Eoain. X 1
"■■«m
-5S
Embryo Stomach Implant axpoaed to Tobaoeo Extract.
A degonoratlTo lesion of the glandular mucoea ie present# the squamous epithelium being unaffected.
252.
Figure 106,
Hmematoxyllm and Boein. Z 480
r * <
Part of fig. 105 enlarged to show the change# in the glandular ■aooaa. Only an oooaaional dark staining parietal cell appears to be viable.
m .
ÏMs fîurgioal %)rocedure has been found very adaptable 
vMle carrying out the expérimenté which he.ve been 
described in the preceding sections*
In the course of evolving and applying the method 
over 800 implants have been made and studied microscopically* 
From this experience certain conclusions have been
dram*
a* Untreated embryo tissue shows no microscopic 
abnormalities of development after 3 months in the host* 
îlormal differentiation takes place and certain evidence 
of functional activity is seen*
b* Exposure to non.*.toxic or non^carcinogenic substances 
at the isiplont site does not produce any lesions in the 
i%)lanted tissues*
c. Tdioro a substanoo known to be toxic or carcinogenic 
has been implanted in association with embryo tissue, 
microscopical lesions are seen* These voxy in degree 
from mild hyperplasias to frank malignancy with invasion
of the host tissues.
- £d. Eavolvomont of the host tissues in these reactions 
does not occur directly except in the case of one or two
as4*
potmt oarcinogenft*
•* More than one route of exposure of the implant to 
the test substance v/as used to product microscopically 
reoogniseable changea# Bach has been in its own way 
equally auoceaaful:*
Subsequent to the publication of a paper 
describing the method and some of thé results obtained 
(Peacock I 962) many requests fo r reprints were received.
It was also a privilege to receive requests from 
a number of Institutes to train members of their staff 
to practice the embryo implant technique. In 
particular it y/as m  honour that some of these visitors 
should have come from other coimtries for this express 
purpose.
The possible applications in the fields of 
phyeiology and pharmacology have been discussed with 
those interested in these fields. It is a method of 
providing isolated normal tissues free of the rest of 
the organism yet potentially they can be reached 
via the blood supply of the host, or where cysts form 
can be directly approached by in^oculation of test 
substances.
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The accepted standard methods of testing substanoes 
for their toxic properties were examined under the 
following general headingsjt^  Skin Painting, Injection 
Methods, Implantation %thods#
From published work it was evident that many 
factors influenced the results obtainable by any given 
procedure*
Animal experiments were therefore devised to 
investigate the influence of these factors* These 
Studies involved large numbers of animale from which 
considerable histological material was examined. The 
results 00 obtained made it possible to systematise and 
standardise many of the methods to a degree previously 
unrecorded.
Thereafter comparative studies were made of the 
improved techniques as tests for carcinogenicity. As a 
series of test substances fifteen polyoyclio aromatic 
hydrocarbons were used. These were tested blind and
only identified after completion of the experiments.
It was found that the implant method personally
evolved gave the best results as a test for carcinogens.
Exploration of the potential of this method of 
embryo organ homografting has shown that in each oas# 
the objective» of the application have been fulfilled*
It is felt that this work has produced a very 
adaptable and sensitive experimental procedure for which 
there are many applications,
An account of the method has been published 
prior to the writing of this thesis. It was intended 
to include a reprint with the thesis but these were all 
exhausted by requests within three months of 
publication*
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APPHSBIX jjfo.l.
Pxooedurs £ov P rocessifs S k lf a fte r Zefker F ixa tion
a. V/ash in water for 24 hours minimum.
b. JOfo alcohol by day,
e. $0]i alcohol overnight,
d* Absolute alcohol I 2 hrs#
Absolute alcohol II 2 hra.
%rlolg absolute alcohol 50:50 1& hre.
Xylol X 2 hra.
Xylol II 2 hre.
e, Paraffin Waxs Xylol 50:50 overnight at 36^ G,
f* Paraffin Wan I 20 mine.
Paraffin Wax II 20 mine.
Paraffin Wax III 20 mine,
g. Block in Paraffin Wax of melting point 56^ 0,
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First week* 
Monday 
I'UQSdoy 
Wednesday 
Thursday 
Friday 
Saturday 
Sunday
lo.g.*j ,iHnHJi>h.«JiijiWii|i I iiHiii IIII ■ x « WpwjW
Paint all animale.
Fix Group A*
B’ix Group B Wash Group A*
B'ix Group G Wash Group B.
X'lx Group B Wash Group G.
Wash Group B.
Leave Group A & B in ^ Gfo aloohol Group G & D 
washing.
Monday »
Group A & B Q^fo alcohol
Tuesday **
Group A & B 
Absolut© Aloohol-Xyloi
Wednesday - 
Group A & B
Through Paraffin & Embed* 
Thursday »
Group G & B O^rfù aloohol.
Group 0 & B 90^ alcohol.
Group G & D Absolute 
Alcohol * %lol#
Group G & B
Through Paraffin & Embed.
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Apmmix I©.
rnmmary of Result# of lloue» Painting Ezmerimmte.
Strain of , &We#@
Bat» of Faintingt
* Kimber of Baeoi?»:
Ifakeâ Ev# Aupear»n»e»>
Skin finoreaeeno»*
Skin damg».
Deep eurfact fluoreaoeno». 
Beep surfa»» hypememia.
Aa# In 9*9*1 
Painted mtht 
Killed Aftari
Morosponie Anwarano»»; 
Stag© of hair oyol»« 
X%Fperkerato8le. 
%ith#llal hyperplaeia, 
GpliuXar infiltmtion* 
State of veaseXe, 
OedeEfia.
*fen drop» * 0,2 ml. (approx*)*
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, Frooeâure*
a. Fiscation was for a minimum of #  hro, in 10J? Formol 
Saline.
b, Beoaleifioation was then carried out for 5 to 7 days 
in a mixture of 55^ Formie aôid and cation exolmng# 
resin. The resin used was &^ eokarb 225 manufaot^ rred 
by the Pormutit Co#
0# After décalcification the legs were bisected in the 
sagittal plan© giving two imlves to be called A and B, 
These were thm processed in an automatic tissue 
processing machine to the stage of erabedding in wax. 
d* If the implant was visible the tissue was embedded so 
as to place it on the face to be out first*
e. Serial sections ware cut and every tenth section 
was mounted and stained with Haeaiatoscylin m à  Eoain 
till the implant was identified* Then a short ribbon 
of 5 or 6 sequential sections was mounted and stained 
for examination.
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